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Brexit

Death of Jo Cox

Laurie Gayle

On 16 June 2016, a week before the EU referendum, the Labour MP for Batley and Spen, Jo
Cox, was shot and stabbed to death in Birstall, West Yorkshire. Witnesses reported that her
asssailant shouted 'Britain first' as he carried out the attack.

There are some people in this life who are so extraordinary that they seem incapable of doing
something as prosaic as dying. 'Larger than life' is the type of clichéd, sad phraseology I’ve
come to loathe. But weighed down by grief, it seemed the only cluster of words I could grasp
when trying to articulate to strangers who my grandmother was after her death five years
ago. She was a force of nature. She was magical. She was a hurricane. She was a template.

The most important people in life are the ones that end up defining for us what certain
experiences feel like. They all matter. They become the moulds we cast around feelings like
love, admiration, courage. They’re the prototype for friends, lovers, heroes. We will forever
spend our lives trying to make everyone else who succeeds them fit into the margins they’ve
drawn. It is our blessing and also our curse because, sadly, we often don’t know who these
people are until they’re gone.

Jo.

Just two letters. Such a small name for a person who was so very much larger than life. Ten
years ago, that name was quite formidable when I began working at Oxfam, a novitiate at the
altar of humanitarian work. She was then one of Oxfam’s brightest – the sort of colleague
everyone knew of and wanted to know. She was a force of nature. She was magical. She was
a hurricane.

She was a template. The embodiment of everything I grew to love about the people who
choose humanitarian work of all shades and gradients as a career. Adaptable, quick on the
uptake, independent, wickedly funny, analytical, open, accepting, intellectually curious,
principled and kind. Traits made all the more impressive when you consider the chaotic,
dangerous and stressful context in which most are asked to live and work. These are the
people who run towards the fire. A mishpocha of individuals who, repeatedly seeing the
world at its worst, love anyway. It is not the type of work that lends itself to poetry or
screenplays but as it’s been said that, far and away, the best prize life still offers is the chance
to work hard at work worth doing.
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When she left the world of aid work and entered the world of politics, she kept these values
at her centre. In the 13 months she sat in parliament, she was one of the most outspoken and
vociferous advocates for refugees and the harshest of critics against the conflicts and regimes
which dispossess them of their homelands.

I remember checking the news this past autumn whilst working in a Balkan refugee camp
and seeing her photo pop up. Among many callous, ill-written articles deriding the people
who sought safety on our shores, there she was – just Jo – holding a sign reading 'Refugees
Welcome’. I didn’t know then why it meant so much to know she was 'on our side’, but it did.
Surely if someone like her was leading other decision-makers on this issue, there was hope
that others would really see the people at the heart of this 'crisis’ and not the propaganda.

And then, this May, when the government was to vote on the Lord Dubs' amendment to bring
3,000 unaccompanied child refugees to the UK, she stood in parliament and passionately
said that she would 'risk life and limb' to extricate her own two children from anything close
to the hellholes child refugees have fled.

But what I didn’t realise – what so many of us didn’t realise – is that compassion isn’t just a
noun. Compassion is a revolutionary act. By standing up so fiercely for the most vulnerable,
she appears to have in fact risked her life.

I don’t know how or when the world got so complacent and comfortable with this current
style of politics. It has been normalised that our politicians take a sort of moral diuretic,
watering down principles and values that have long defined us and instead flood our political
landscape with suspicions and blame transference. All of the important attributes that
underline political courage are so diluted that they now seem imperceptible and gathering it
all up seems as impossible as emptying the ocean with a teaspoon. But this is where
opportunity can present itself out of tragedy.

After my grandmother’s death, I read Joan Didion’s astounding 'Year of Magical Thinking' –
a book that anyone going through grief should read (and one I re-read every now and again).
It’s essentially about how we continue a story after an ending; how we continue writing
someone’s story after their ending. For Jo, this work has only just begun and it is something
anyone who has been affected by her life or her story can contribute towards.

Compassion is a revolutionary act. But it is also a necessary act.

21 June 2016
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Brexit

An inspector calls

Kenneth Roy

This piece was published on the eve of the referendum.

Last Friday I went to the BBC in Glasgow for a new experience, as the subject of a long and
personally probing interview by Isabel Fraser. When I say 'long’, it was half an hour. But if
five minutes of airtime is considered fairly generous these days, 30 must be close to eternity.

Near the end, Isabel asked me why I hadn’t retired when I said I would almost two years ago.
It is indeed an embarrassment. The farewell tour continues with no final gig in sight. What
am I waiting for?

Maybe I’m hanging on for something good to happen in the world; it is a natural human
desire to go out on a high. In that case, I might be here until the arrival of the men in the
white coats. I’m reminded of a character in a David Hare play who said he didn’t read the
newspapers because he didn’t approve of the news any more. The line usually raises a laugh,
but more and more it is laughter on the edge. The news is unbearable. The news is killing us.

Here I introduce one of my favourite accessories, that pair of rose-tinted spectacles which I
keep for the occasional party turn. ‘My’ decade – when I was young and enjoying myself –
was the 60s. Somebody – this being the 60s, no-one could agree who it was – said that if you
could remember the 60s, you weren’t there. But I was there, and I remember them well. I
remember, for example, the excitement of voting for Harold Wilson. You scoff. But it did feel
exciting. I adored Harold Wilson – the 13th Mr Wilson as he was known, for reasons too
obscure to explain. For a while, I smoked a pipe in his honour.

I jest not. Young men and women, voting for the first time as I was, did make a difference.
They helped to make possible a raft of social reforms, either introduced by the Labour
government itself or through private members’ bills for which the Wilson administration
made parliamentary time: the abolition of the death penalty (1965), the legalisation of
abortion and homosexuality (1967), the relaxation of the law on divorce (1969).

Harold’s pet project was the extension of higher education through the foundation of the
Open University (1969), maybe the most enlightened single measure of any post-war
government. I like to claim a tiny bit of the credit for that. And I also voted for a revolution
in government policy on the arts: the appointment of the first arts minister (Jennie Lee) and
a massive investment in new theatres and galleries in provincial Britain.
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We had a ball. The last dance came too soon.

Now I remove my rose-tinted specs and return them to the attic where they belong. They
might have made their final appearance. For all of a sudden it is the 22nd of June 2016 and
the eve of something or other. Whatever it is, it doesn’t smell good. The intervening years
have gone in a blur, and Britain feels less joyful, less tolerant, than it has ever felt in my
lifetime. How does it feel? It feels mean-spirited.

For the last week, since the murder of Jo Cox, we have been exposed to the statue of Joseph
Priestley in the village of Birstall, Yorkshire. Joseph Priestley was the man who 'discovered’
oxygen. We could use some. The air is stifling and even when we open a window, we struggle
for breath. The weeks of hatred and vituperation have taken it away. They have been
breathtaking.

Intrigued by the re-appearance of the Priestleys, I’ve been thinking about another of them:
John Boynton Priestley from nearby Bradford, an essayist, novelist, dramatist and socialist;
that’s a lot of ists. He was also a grumpy old sod and a womaniser. He too smoked a pipe. He
was prolific; he never stopped writing. But he is remembered mostly for a single play, which
he wrote towards the end of the second world war but which he set two years before the start
of the first. It covers a single evening in the life of a smug, prosperous Midlands family, the
Birleys, who are enjoying a celebratory dinner. It is interrupted by an unexpected caller, an
inspector of police. A young woman is dead.

It emerges in the course of his interrogation that every member of the Birley family
contributed in some way to Eva Smith’s suicide. It’s all a bit schematic; at times it creaks. Yet
this standby of tatty rep – with its old-fashioned Christian Socialist values, its whiff of the
supernatural, its overhanging presentiment of mass slaughter, its mysterious denouement –
somehow moves and provokes modern audiences. It has become one of the classics of our
age. Young people love it.

Now, why might that be? It’s a question worth asking at the end of this vicious campaign, as
we look with foreboding to a denouement of our own making in the early hours of Friday. I
suspect what appeals to young people about this play, what gives it meaning in their own
lives, is that it preaches – and it does preach – the importance of moral responsibility.

Read the inspector’s closing speech. I’ve retained the name of the original character, Eva
Smith, but it might be interesting if you substituted the name of a young woman from an
ethnic minority.

But just remember this. One Eva Smith has gone – but there are millions and millions of
Eva Smiths and John Smiths left with us, with their lives, their hopes and their fears, their
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suffering and a choice of happiness, all intertwined with our lives and what we think and
say and do. We don’t live alone. We are members of one body. We are responsible for each
other. And I tell you that the time will soon come when, if men will not learn that lesson,
then they will be taught it in fire and blood and anguish.

In the end, the early summer of 2016 was never about money, about a balance of economic
advantage, about notions of sovereignty, about the parrot cries of 'freedom for Britain’ or
'Britain first’. It was not even about immigration. It was about a shocking want of kindness,
an absence of love, a grievous loss of humanity. The inspector is calling. Again he’s calling.
This time, he’s calling on us.

22 June 2016
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Brexit

The decision should be rejected

Anthony Seaton

Monday 20 June
Referendums, referenda, whatever. Let’s have no more of these gerunds. I am writing three
days before the vote. A week ago, driven to distraction by the obvious motives of power-
hungry politicians and the self-interest of business people, and infuriated by the unthinking
aggression of mostly middle-aged members of the public on television interviews, I posted a
short appeal on Facebook warning of the past consequences of demagoguery as now
exemplified by Trump, Johnson and Farage. Such stupidity, speaking of simple solutions to
complex problems, appeals especially to the unthinking; it rouses rabbles and has led in the
past to the rise of dictators, notably in the 1930s. The next day Jo Cox MP, one of the very
best of human beings, was brutally murdered by someone allegedly calling out 'death to
traitors'. I wept on hearing the sickening news.

Even in our flawed democracy we still elect most of our politicians (not those in the House of
Lords), including those in the European Parliament. We have a say at all three levels in
Europe and still, believe it or not, make our own laws and strongly influence those emanating
from the EU. Our regulations on workers’ rights and the environment are wholly beneficial
to most of those who threaten to leave Europe, excluding those who wish to exploit their
employees. Europe in my personal experience has moderated the right-wing inclinations of
successive recent UK governments in these areas. But many people who otherwise support
Labour seem not to understand this. Why not? There is a pretty simple explanation, the
power of popular newspapers to present one side of the story, combined with a loss of trust
in politicians following repeated scandals and the knowledge that they speak with forked
tongues, thanks to the activities of so-called spin doctors. Given a politician or the Sun and
Daily Mail, most people seem to believe the paper.

I shall shortly have endured four referendums and have had four too many. These last two
have been the worst; both have been extremely divisive and resulted in aggression and ill-
feeling. Anyone who openly supported the In option in the Scottish referendum will have
come across the aggressive behaviour of the cyber-nats and accusations of being unpatriotic.
The unthinking hostility of ordinary people supporting out in the present one is obvious to
all who watch television. For the next three days I shall only watch football, in which I have
no interest, on television, and pay no attention to politics on the radio or other news media.
I am praying for a victory for good sense and a strong UK in Europe.

Saturday 25 June
I did listen to the radio and heard nothing about the important issue of consequences, just
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blind optimism or pessimism. Waking at 4am yesterday I heard the awful news and realised
with dread that the snake-oil salesmen and quacks had really managed to sell their poison to
the population and the poor, the disaffected, and those with poor education and weak
abilities to reason had swallowed it.

Later it became apparent that fewer in Scotland, unsurprisingly, had been gullible. It took me
a day to be able to think clearly. Enormity is a commonly misused noun nowadays, but this
has been an enormity enacted on the victims of successive British governments since
Thatcher by the latest and least impressive of these, a deceitful attempt to switch blame for
austerity onto Europe. I heard Johnson, plump and plummy but looking anxious and
bedraggled, claim that we would remain part of Europe, united and heading to a glorious
future. Part of Europe, united? How deluded can this man be?

My friends in England and Wales emailed me wishing that they lived in Scotland. Members
of my multinational family discussed the value of their other passports or considered
applying for the nationalities of their non-UK parent. As Maynard Keynes said, when the
facts change it is acceptable to change one’s mind. I decided that, in spite of my previous
strong opposition to Scottish independence, I would now vote for it if given the opportunity
and, on cue, Nicola Sturgeon announced that she would be doing so. So maybe there is a way
ahead for us.

I left Scotland on the 24th for a short holiday in the Isle of Man, my wife’s county. Is there
any benefit to Manx nationality? Maybe Tynwald has some special agreement with the EU?
Apparently, my friends told me, they have an agreement with the UK that gives them access
to the EU on our terms and that they will lose this when we leave. No-one asked them to take
part in the referendum, but they would like to join Scotland in a bid for remaining. And what
about Northern Ireland? They returned a Remain vote like us; is there a case for the Q-Celtic
nations remaining in the EU? Then there is London, the most cosmopolitan city in the world
with 50% of its population from elsewhere.

Is there any hope? The reality of what they have done is quickly dawning on the people who
voted out. There is no longer a need for the BBC to appear impartial. The newspapers who
proclaimed a glorious regaining of sovereignty and independence will have to confront the
fact that they have promoted to power a bunch of power-hungry rich men, even less
sympathetic to the condition of the poor and the provision of a welfare state than those they
replaced, and have ushered in a period of economic decline to make life even more difficult.
It is already apparent that those who pressed for a referendum haven’t a clue how to proceed.
I suspect a second referendum tomorrow would produce a different result but of course that
won’t happen. England is staring into the caldera of a volcano that may erupt and result in
revolution when the people realise what they have been sold.
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I expect that we shall be able to jump into our independent Scottish lifeboat but I retain a
great affection for the country of my birth, the one that afforded professional opportunities
to my Glaswegian great-grandfather and allowed his escape from the slavery of the loom. The
death of Great Britain after 300 years is tragedy. Perhaps, just perhaps, there is a way out. At
the last general election we voted for our Westminster representatives. A large majority of us
voted for MPs who did not have any intention of holding a referendum on Europe, a matter
of no real interest save to a small rump of disaffected Tory MPs.

Since the removal of Charles I, parliament has been de facto sovereign in England. Surely our
representatives should debate the practical issues arising from the referendum result and
vote on whether or not to accept the choice of the people. I recall that some decades ago,
when capital punishment was abolished, there was a debate as to whether there should be a
referendum and it was decided that our elected representatives should decide for us; a
referendum then (and probably still now) would almost certainly have resulted in retention
of execution. We elect MPs and MSPs to decide on these difficult issues in the interests of the
nation and in light of all the expert information that they can acquire.

In putting us in the position we are in, in having a referendum to solve a difficulty in one
political party without doing the classical risk assessment that the civil service once
performed, our MPs and our disastrous prime minister have signally failed the United
Kingdom. They should be given one last chance to show courage and reject the decision of
the masses for the good of the nations that constitute it. History will be their judge.

27 June 2016
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Brexit

End of an empire

Dennis Smith

Some empires go out with a bang, overthrown by rivals. Some go with a whimper, dwindling
into inanity. Others undergo weird transformations: the Russian Empire was formally
abolished by the 1917 revolution but imperialist thought patterns continued to underlie
Soviet policy (and still linger on in the mind of Vladimir Putin).

Future historians, looking back, may nominate 23 June 2016 as the day when the British
Empire finally expired. They may also see it as the date when the English finally began the
task of constructing for themselves a genuine democratic identity. Whatever route they
choose, their journey is likely to be long and arduous.

In the long term, imperialism and democracy are incompatible: the rise of nation-states
means the fall of empires. English expansion began nearly a thousand years ago with the
Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland, climaxed, and then fell back in the face of growing
demands for democratic self-determination. Charged with holding this difficult balance,
Westminster retained an essentially imperial role. This is why it has proved so hard to
reform: imperial mystique must not be weakened by democratic transparency.

In 1953, at the age of eight, I witnessed the coronation of Queen Elizabeth (I or II according
to taste). My most vivid memory rewinds an apparently endless procession of military units
in exotic uniforms representing every tiny part of the Empire and Commonwealth – the last
manifestation, as things turned out, of Britain’s imperial grandeur. There was talk of a new
Elizabethan age, with a reincarnated Good Queen Bess reigning over a reinvigorated empire.
Three years later, at Suez, the edifice came crashing to the ground.

But this was never openly acknowledged. In many eyes the Commonwealth constituted a
new, more democratic and still powerful continuation of the Empire. My staunchly-
Conservative family were outraged when Dean Acheson pronounced in 1962 that 'Great
Britain has lost an Empire and has not yet found a role'. For them the Empire lived on, an
item of faith that transcended empirical realities.

The Queen’s role as head of the Commonwealth was important here and had unfortunate
consequences. It disguised the UK’s changed status, particularly after it eventually joined the
EEC, and inhibited parliamentary reform. The pre-modern and pre-democratic nature of
Westminster practices was celebrated rather than confronted – think of Carnaby Street and
Tony Blair’s 'Cool Britannia'.
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This is especially true of England. While Scotland has made some progress in reconceiving
itself as a democratic polity, England remains trapped between empire and democracy,
Britishness and Englishness. What other ancient European nation lacks its own national
parliament? What other nation has such a confusing and contradictory mess of 'national’
institutions?

Some institutions, like the Imperial War Museum, remain unrepentantly imperial. Some,
like the BBC and the British Museum, assert a Britain – or UK-wide role. A few, like the Arts
Council of England, proclaim themselves as English (though, typically, the ACE exercises
some UK-wide responsibilities). But many operate under the shifty name of 'national’. Since
Scotland has its own Scottish National Gallery and Scottish National Portrait Gallery, one
might expect their London equivalents to represent England. But in practice their role is
ambivalent and undefined. When the English look for a mirror to reflect their identity it is no
surprise that they find only cloudy distortions.

How many nations are there in the UK? Unlike the question: 'How many angels can dance
on the head of a pin?’. This question really matters in a world where – at least for the moment
– democratic nation-states form the building-blocks of the international order.

Far from improving matters, devolution has in some ways made things worse. There have
been real gains for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, but the UK as a whole has arguably
become less democratic. Lines of accountability have been blurred, new inequalities have
appeared and voters (particularly in England) have felt alienated and disempowered.

If we take liberty, equality and fraternity as our guiding principles, then equality of voice
within agreed political boundaries lies at the heart of democracy. Asymmetric devolution as
practised in the UK goes in precisely the opposition direction: it creates a variety of
jurisdictions with unequal rights, powers and responsibilities. The new UK constitutional
settlement resembles nothing so much as the ‘parcellised sovereignties’ of ancien régime
France. To any egalitarian, asymmetry should appear as an abomination.

The world would be a better place if England in the 1960s and 1970s had shaken off its
imperial delusions and constituted itself as an ordinary democratic nation among nations.
But the attractions of 'great power status’ and 'punching above our weight’ were always too
strong.

So we find ourselves where we are. In many respects England now faces the same challenges
of democratic nation-building as Scotland, though the English may have more ghosts to
exorcise. But it seems likely that we must face them separately. The task of creating a unified
British demos now looks beyond the skill of man (or woman).

28 June 2016
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Brexit

English journey

Kenneth Roy

I
'Isn’t history beautiful?’ – Marine Le Pen to Nigel Farage after his speech in the European
Parliament, 28 June 2016

Twenty years ago, in June 1996, I came to the end of a year-long assignment for the Observer
(newspaper), a series of weekly despatches entitled, with embarrassing over-statement,
'Kenneth Roy’s Britain’. It amounted to nothing more than a collection of sketches from a
different location every week; for various reasons it was not the happiest experience. But it
did give me an opportunity to travel more or less the length and breadth of a country that had
until then been largely unfamiliar to me. I saw a lot of England.

The events of the last week have sent me scurrying back to those articles, a body of ancient
work in journalistic terms, which had been anthologised in a short book. I was looking for
clues to the present condition of England, a country now exposed to the world’s ridicule and
disdain, yet a country that I chronicled with critical affection week after week in a newspaper.

Had I, during those random travels, missed something about the essential condition of
England? The alternative seemed barely conceivable: that it had metamorphosed in some
profound way between the summer of 1996 – the last summer of Conservative rule before the
advent of Tony Blair’s cool Britannia – and the summer of 2016 – the summer of Brexit,
Farage and Johnson – without anyone really noticing.

I wasn’t completely blinkered (I can say that now, having re-read the book). Clues there were.
But I was a poor detective. I made no attempt to find a pattern in them; I failed to discern
how beautiful history is made.

II
One evening in the winter of 1995-96 I arrived in Castleford, a small ex-mining town in
Yorkshire, without a plan. It was not quite 7 o’clock – I noted the time – and the streets of
Castleford were deserted. I went to a taxi office and asked if there was anything happening,
anywhere I might go for amusement or distraction.

They suggested the dogs, so I went to the dogs and collected my sketch for the week. On the
way there, I was impressed by the sight of smart-looking modern factories and 'enterprise
parks’ on the periphery and I remember thinking that, despite initial appearances to the
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contrary, there was some activity in Castleford – that it hadn’t been left behind after all. But
the absence of any visible sense of community impressed me too; I wondered where all the
redundant miners drank, for the few pubs were empty, miserable dens. Castleford might
have been the most dispiriting place I encountered in all of England.

I went to a second ex-mining town, Spennymoor – part of young Tony Blair’s constituency,
as it happened – to meet an artist whose work I admired, Norman Cornish, an ex-miner
himself, and asked about his painting of a fish and chip shop, O Eddy’s, that I’d seen in the
Laing art gallery in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Mr Cornish explained that O Eddy’s had been
demolished long ago. They’d built a car park on the site.

Without stepping out of Spennymoor, Norman Cornish had created a metaphysical universe
through his work, painting the faces of the miners and their wives and giving them a spiritual
quality. There were no pits left. Mrs Thatcher had seen off the coalfield of County Durham
too. Mr Cornish lamented the loss of companionship in the mining community; he felt it
keenly.

After leaving him, I noted down the names of the factories on the outskirts – Electrolux,
Thorn EMI, etc – just as I had on the road to the dogs at Castleford, and again lazily
reassured myself that everything was all right.

In Newcastle itself, I spent a meditative afternoon in the Silent Room of the 200-year-old
Literary and Philosophical Society, a room guarded by the statue of Trotter Brockett, a local
philosopher. The people at the Lit and Phil instructed me in the history of the institution.
They said it had been the product of an age of inquiry, in which intelligent people were
excited by ideas and restless to extend the boundaries of knowledge. We discussed what had
happened to that spirit of inquiry and they assured me that it had been formalised in higher
education. I was a little sceptical.

That night, the streets of the city were packed with young people, many incapably drunk,
spilling out of clubs and bars. The hysteria in the air may have been slightly disturbing, now
that I come to reflect on it.

In Manchester, the ‘shock city’ of Victorian England, where Friedrich Engel’s experience of
working in his father’s cotton factory helped to inspire the Communist manifesto, the gay
village in Canal Street was being stalked by drug barons from Salford – 'virtually
untouchable’ according to the local press – and one estimate put the value of the illicit
ecstasy trade at £100,000 a week. Manchester felt close to anarchy; I wondered in print why
any criminals in modern Britain should be 'virtually untouchable’ and invited the chief
constable to do something about it. I didn’t hear back.
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The most desperate place I visited was Castle Vale, an estate on the edge of Birmingham. In
1969 they had moved 20,000 people from the Edwardian slums of the city centre to the site
of a former aerodrome and dumped them there in 34 high-rise blocks, badly built and
ruinously expensive to heat. I picked a hazardous route through broken glass and pigeon
droppings to the only shopping centre, whose gable end was plastered in BNP slogans. Castle
Vale, a ghetto of poor whites, had long been targeted by the far right as a fertile recruiting
ground.

An 'action trust’ had recently taken over the running of the estate from the city council.
Unemployment was 26%, more than half the pupils at the local school left without a single
qualification, and the health of the population was so wretched that a quarter of the houses
had had to be physically adapted. Ten years later, curious to know what had become of Castle
Vale, I discovered that £200m of public money had been lavished on it but that it remained
an area of multiple deprivation.

Among my rural excursions, I have a special reason for recalling Diss, a market town in
Norfolk, where that melancholy observer of the English scene, John Betjeman, had once
enjoyed a drink in the Jolly Porter. My newspaper had paid me no expenses for weeks; I was
running short of money and phoned the newsdesk in desperation from a call box (that was
how it was done in 1996). Then I asked someone for directions to the Jolly Porter. She replied
that the old woman who owned it had had a fall and retired. The pub had been demolished
and they’d built a cement works on the site. A car park in Spennymoor; a cement works in
Diss – it made no difference; everywhere I went, it felt as if I had just missed England.

Diss wasn’t much of a market town any more, and over a pub lunch I heard ruddy-faced
regulars in Barbour jackets talking contemptuously of London and of the metropolitan
opinions in newspapers and on the BBC; they had no time for any of them. I wondered why
people who could afford Barbour jackets were so resentful, considering that, to this outsider,
Diss felt like an agreeable place to live – more agreeable, certainly, than the tinderbox of
Castle Vale.

But I must have sensed something about Diss. It was snowing quite hard and I ended the
piece by observing that it seemed to be settling on the local office of the Child Support Agency
and on the claimants’ letterbox of the DSS.

So many clues pointing in so many directions, yet I didn’t make much of any of them. Nor,
however, did anyone else.

III
Now I look at the results of last week’s referendum. Of the places I have mentioned, only
Manchester voted decisively to Remain; and even there, four out of every 10 were for leaving.
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In South Norfolk – the local authority area of Diss – the Leave vote was 52%; I imagine the
ruddy-faced regulars, now grown old, were among the keener opponents of the European
Union. In Wakefield – of which Castleford is part – it was 66%; whatever the branch factories
and the enterprise parks did for the people, it clearly wasn’t enough. In Tony Blair’s old
constituency, the home of Norman Cornish, it was 61%.

Birmingham also voted to leave, though much more narrowly; one can only surmise how the
electors of Castle Vale may have contributed to that outcome. And Newcastle, to the dismay
of many on referendum night, was only marginally Remain; earlier this week, not far from
the home of the Lit and Phil, a huge banner appeared. 'Stop the immigration, start the
repatriation’, it read. In these ways, what Marine le Pen calls beautiful history has been
made.

29 June 2016
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Brexit

I'm glad my dad is not around

Catherine Czerkawska

Back in the late 1940s, when a number of Polish refugees were living and working in Leeds,
somebody remarked to my mum that she thought 'they should send all those Poles back
where they belong. Don’t you agree?’

'Well, no,’ said my mum. 'Seeing as how I’ve just married one.’ 

I should add that my late mum, undoubtedly working class, half-Yorkshire and half-Irish,
could be more than a little forthright when she chose. I’ve been thinking about this scenario
a lot over the last few days. My dad, who had lost everything in the war, including his own
father, his half sister, an aunt, several uncles – and his home – was the least bitter man I ever
knew: kindly, clever, wise.

In the years since he died, I’ve lost count of the people who have told me that he touched their
lives in positive ways. But he always maintained that extreme racism and hatred could
happen anywhere, at any time, that it was not the vice of any one nation or group of people
(and he did not exempt his own nation) but rather a result of circumstance and venality:
people choosing to ignore or downplay uncomfortable truths, while the deprived, the angry,
the vicious, the out-of-control or the simply deluded were egged on, given permission by
those with quite different and mostly self seeking agendas.

He was right. The hideous sparks of UK racism we are seeing publicised on news and social
media could, if not robustly extinguished right now, be fanned into a conflagration that will
engulf us all. And when those leavers who believed the lies that quitting the EU would mean
control of all immigration, realise that they have been deceived, things can only get worse. 
It feels as though we are drifting and the rocks are looming. Never, in more than 60 years on
this planet, have I woken each day with such a feeling of disorientation, such worry about the
future of our children and their children. Somebody said it feels like a bereavement and it
does. This is not to compare the incomparable. A bereavement is uniquely personal, a sort of
mental and spiritual car crash. But the sensations are oddly similar: that feeling of waking to
the sense of oppression and depression, the spiralling out of control, the way in which you
make a space in your day for other things only to have the grim reality forced on you yet
again. 

'Why is everyone being so hysterical and melodramatic,’ asked a writer of some distinction
on Facebook last week. To which one can only reply, don’t you feel it? And if you don’t, what’s
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wrong with you? Don’t you hear the collective howl of decent people who think that this was
not so much democracy in action as a subversion of the democratic process; that great fat lies
were told and unbelievably believed, that those people suggesting that we keep calm and
carry on because everything will be just fine – while little Polish girls are being called vermin
and once more told to 'get back where they belong’ – are fooling themselves, even if they can’t
fool the rest of us. 

Meanwhile, those who should be tackling this, seeking to extinguish the flames, parade
across our television screens with no answers, no leadership, no comfort to give. The only
person showing real leadership – and I admit that I’ve not been one of her natural supporters
– is Nicola Sturgeon. In all fairness, she is in a better position than most to offer leadership
but she certainly seized the day. Good for her. Most admirably, in my opinion, the very first
thing she did was to reassure EU people working in Scotland that they were and are our
friends, that they are welcome here. It was a strong statement and it was surprisingly
effective. 'I want to take the opportunity […] to speak directly to citizens of other EU
countries living here in Scotland – you remain welcome here, Scotland is your home,’ she
said. 

Last weekend, we had visitors, including a German friend who has studied, lived and worked
in Scotland for some years now. What may have felt to us like an admirable but obvious
speech was, he told us, powerfully reassuring. We have had nothing so authoritative from
Westminster, and when something did come, it was too little and too late.

As we sat over a meal, a mixture of all nationalities and none, Scottish, English, Irish,
German and Polish, it occurred to me again as it has many times over the past years, how
much my dad would have loved it that his grandson felt like a European and had close friends
from many countries that two or three generations ago had been all but destroyed by old
enmities. Whatever Scotland can do to retain and maintain this – and who, if not the Scots
– then whatever difficulties may lie ahead, it’ll be worth it.

Meanwhile, I can’t help feeling, with the protectiveness that all loving daughters feel for their
dads, so glad that my dad isn’t around to see what’s happening.

30 June 2016
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Home

The truth about knife crime

Kenneth Roy

A few weeks ago, two 10-year-old pupils of Dalmarnock Primary School in Glasgow – both
from the same class – were caught carrying knives in the playground. The incident drew
blood when one of the children, a boy, cut his hand to prove to other children that his knife
was real.

Although we should not have to be reminded, it has become necessary in Scotland to state
that possession of a knife is a criminal offence and not something to be brushed off as a
minor misdemeanour. More explicitly, it is against the law to have with you in a public place,
or a school, or a prison, an offensive weapon. In 2006, the maximum sentence for possession
was increased to 12 months in cases heard before a sheriff and four years in cases brought on
indictment.

Although both children in the Dalmarnock incident were over the age of criminal
responsibility – in Scotland it is eight years – they were under the age at which they could be
prosecuted (12). They could, however, have been reported to the social work department and
referred to a children’s hearing.

Instead, the matter was dealt with internally. Both children were sent home, but allowed to
return to school the following day, accompanied by their parents, for a meeting with the
headteacher. Other parents, shocked that the police were not called to the school, got in
touch with the Daily Record, which asked Glasgow City Council (the local education
authority) for an explanation. A spokesman for the council stated baldly: 'The pupils have
been severely reprimanded’. End of story, it seems.

Only five months earlier, at Cults Academy in Aberdeen, a trivial argument between two 16-
year-old boys had escalated into the fatal stabbing of Bailey Gwynne. At the High Court trial
of his assailant, it emerged that in first year or early second year the accused had been
reported to the headteacher for carrying a knife and received a warning. For reasons that are
far from clear, the school was unaware that he went on carrying a knife – to the extent,
according to some reports, that he was seen with knives 'maybe 25 times’ before he used one
on Bailey Gwynne.

There is a disturbing parallel between the Glasgow and Aberdeen cases: the apparent belief
of two education authorities in different parts of the country that a criminal offence – the
possession of a knife – is something that the school itself is entitled to deal with and that the
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schools in question felt no obligation to involve the police or the social work department. If
these are more than random aberrations – if they amount to a policy sanctioned by education
authorities – they effectively place schools above the law.

The failure to report such incidents has a second important result. It means that the
incidents are never recorded and thus fall outside the radar of official statistics, allowing the
Scottish Government to perpetuate a myth about the incidence of knife crime. The SNP
administration has repeatedly claimed, and taken the credit for, a dramatic reduction in such
crime, boasting recently that the number of people under the age of 19 convicted of handling
an offensive weapon has fallen from 812 in 2006-7 to 146 in 2014-5.

A sense of purposeful activity, accompanied by the familiar air of self-congratulation, was
conveyed in an exchange in the Scottish Parliament in January, before the Gwynne case came
to trial, between two nationalist MPs, Stewart Maxwell and Paul Wheelhouse, on the
apparently remarkable decline in knife crime in the west of Scotland:

Maxwell: I welcome the progress that has been made so far...Does the minister agree about
the importance of educating young people through initiatives such as the no knives, better
lives programme to ensure that that welcome reduction in crime continues? Will he reassure
me that there will be no let-up in tackling the scourge of knife crime?

Wheelhouse: Absolutely. On the latter point, I reassure the member that we will not let up
our efforts to tackle knife crime.

Nowhere in the matey duologue between the former minister for communities (Maxwell) and
the current minister for community safety was there any suggestion that the much-heralded
'progress’ might be illusory and that the statistics might be grossly misleading; or that the
administration’s unremitting efforts inexplicably do not include the placing of a duty on
schools to report all breaches of the criminal law, including and especially the carrying of
offensive weapons, not only to ensure that these incidents are properly recorded but to
protect the children whose safety should be paramount.

A few weeks later, in the wake of the Aberdeen trial, there was an extraordinary statement
from Jim Thewliss, general secretary of the body formerly known as the Headteachers’
Association of Scotland, now ludicrously rebranded School Leaders Scotland. 'Schools’, said
Mr Thewliss, 'exist within a society where there is a bit of a culture of carrying weapons. It
would be wrong to say it’s part of normal school life. But it is part of school life, and it does
happen’.

If it is indeed 'part of school life’, and the Scottish Government is as committed to 'tackling
the scourge of knife crime’ as it says it is, why is so little known about the incidence of knife
crime in Scottish schools? Why do we have to rely on vague generalisations?
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In a small country almost obsessional in its desire to monitor the behaviour of children and
young people (as we see with the notorious Named Guardian scheme), it is odd that, among
the many fact-finding exercises of dubious worth, there is such a paucity of information
about the carrying of knives.

It is some years since the Scottish Government commissioned the last academic survey on
the subject (the Edinburgh Study of Youth Transitions and Crime) and it was confined to a
single city. The research was conducted so long ago that its results should be treated with
caution. Nevertheless, its findings continue to make enlightening reading.

Among 4,300 children of secondary school age in Edinburgh who took part in the survey,
12% said they had carried some kind of weapon by the age of 12; almost a quarter had done
so by the age of 14. Four out of 10 children had carried a weapon between the ages of 12 and
17. Over the six years of the study, it was estimated that the children who took part in it
committed 10,200 offences. 'It seems likely that very few of these incidents ended up in the
official statistics', concluded the study's authors. 'This highlights the hidden nature of this
problem and raises questions about the quality of available data on which policy-makers
must rely.'

What has changed? The Scottish Government uses its own dodgy statistics to propagandise
its message that young people no longer regard knife-carrying as 'cool' and that its
preventative initiatives in schools are working. These assertions lack a credible evidence
base. On the other hand, we have Mr Thewliss's statement that knife-carrying remains 'part
of school life'; and the recent examples from Aberdeen and Glasgow of how warnings and
reprimands, stopping far short of reporting breaches of the criminal law, are somehow
considered sufficient to deal with a potentially lethal problem.

The former head of Police Scotland's violence reduction unit has voiced doubts about the
value of the independent inquiry into the Cults Academy tragedy which has been set up by
Aberdeen City Council. 'My heart sinks...', he is quoted as saying. 'It won't make a blind bit
of difference'. The appointment of an experienced and well-respected social worker, Andrew
Lowe, to conduct the inquiry and the broad scope of his remit suggests otherwise. We must
hope that his report proves of deeper value, and gets closer to the truth of what is happening
in our schools, than the suspect official narrative being peddled at Holyrood.

13 April 2016
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Home

Crack central

Maxwell MacLeod

I’m writing this essay lying in a four-poster bed next door to a drug dealer. Give me a ring if
you want anything. Crack cocaine (we call it white), heroin (brown), marijuana lite or the
more pernicious skunk. I run a tourist flat on Edinburgh’s Royal Mile and I'm in it now. The
bed’s near the window. The dealer is outside, on the pavement.

How do I know that he’s a drug dealer? Well I don’t, but it’s highly likely. Am I trying to
glamourise my own and indeed his existence with these boasts? Not a bit of it. I can think of
little less glamorous than the life of a drug dealer on Edinburgh’s Royal Mile. It often involves
lying under a greasy blanket on his own, or more often other people's urine, in the freezing
cold and waking up in a panic every half an hour to make sure he hasn’t been robbed.

I know. I have tried living on the street in three of the world’s capitals and it’s always been a
hideous experience. Forget all that stuff about 'lifestyle choice’, or 'they make a fortune from
selling drugs’ and 'they are only there because they want to be’. It’s rubbish. I’ve met
hundreds of street dwellers in America, Britain and Japan and after their initial bombast
they invariably reveal that they would rather be doing something, anything, else. Nobody
wants to be on the street. It’s not any mother’s dream for their children.

The man by my bed will be having an awful life. Drunks will kick him, louts berate him, many
will urinate in the doorway in which he tries to slumber. Others will do worse. I have reported
on the homeless in New York and they had a phrase there that still haunts: 'A blow for some
blow, a grope for some dope'. Dear God, there’s more romance in a warm pile of dog mess
than in the life of the homeless drug dealer on the Royal Mile. An exotic place to be? Aye. Like
Hell. Literally.

This drug-dealing on the Royal Mile has gone on for a long time. Researching this article, I
came across a similar one by an Observer correspondent who, 14 years ago, was given the
brief of finding out where in Britain he could buy drugs. On arriving in Edinburgh’s Waverley
station he was told by his taxi driver: 'Oh go to the homeless on the Royal Mile, you’ll have
no problem…'

Other than what I witness, which isn’t much, I don’t know how the drugs are distributed on
the Mile but I know a man who thinks he does, and I trust him. Here’s his description. And
it’s probably accurate.
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According to my informant, who was brought up on a rough estate and who knows the Mile
well, there is a senior dealer who hardly ever actually touches the stuff. He lives down by the
parliament. He’s the bully, the fixer, the enforcer. I know this man he describes. I’ve seen him
often. He would be a difficult man to love. In my less impressive moments I am inclined to
think that he has a face I would never tire of punching. But I’m not proud of that. I’m sure he
has his own demons. Every day he gives his messengers small packets to distribute to the
homeless. Sometimes they will take a quick hit early in the day to distance themselves from
their lives. During the rest of the day their begging cups will often be raided by the
messengers who will leave them just enough to ensure they are back again the next day.

This is no harum scarum business. After so many years a sort of uncivil service has evolved,
a system whereby few are at risk and the police know that any effort they make will almost
certainly only catch one sorry soul with a minute amount. The fixer himself keeps himself
high above all the nastiness. Other than that of his own private dispensing.

Any fool can diagnose a cold. Curing it is harder.

Having been witnessing this theatre of pain for over 20 years, allow me to recommend some
medicine, Anything I recommend will be NIMBYism. I don’t like people dealing drugs
outside my window and am primarily anxious that they go away. For my own sake. But there
is also surely a broader issue. This Royal Mile is one of the significantly iconic places in
Scotland, a country that relies on its tourist trade to a very large extent. Plus we would be
doing no harm if we break that uncivil service. So what have I witnessed during those 20-plus
years?

At the risk of hyperbole let me say that I have seen a gradual collapse in good and a rise in
the bad, and that this has created an environment in which evil is more likely to prosper.
Gone from the Mile are the smart shops and the paternalistic policemen. Instead we have
over 30 tartan-tat emporia and an overstretched centralised police force who will tell you,
with some justification, that they have little time or inclination to lock up the poor wretches
who only just manage to keep themselves alive by selling the odd handful of drugs so that
they can grab a mouthful themselves and so escape the horror of their lives for a few hours.
Let me briefly add that I know more than most that not every beggar is a drug dealer, that
hundreds who have fallen through the ever-widening holes in our welfare system are being
forced to beg for a few quid just to see them through. But that’s not my story today. Walking
down the Mile this morning before writing this piece I was drawn to the conclusion that the
council have now let things become so out of control that there is an atmosphere that borders
on the evil, and evil begets evil.

It’s not just the wall-to-wall tartan tat shops. It’s the buskers whose songs are now allowed
to be amplified to over 140db so that hundreds who are trying to either work or sleep in their
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offices and flats hear them whether they want to or not. Bagpipers have been known to play
here for up to eight hours in a single day. I’m amazed the SNP haven’t stopped them. I
sometimes dream of waking up English.

The shops whose unlicensed A-boards (I counted 21 this morning) clutter the pavements, the
hideous street furniture and gaudy advertisements whose most blasphemous zenith is surely
the one tacked onto a previously exquisite baroque church that advertises, without irony,
that money changing is now available inside the former temple. Jesus. Come back.

Dear heaven, this is the Royal Mile. Our iconic masterpiece, our Eiffel Tower, our Empire
State Building, our Taj Mahal, and we have let it become a living hell of shoddy shops,
unsatisfactory copulations down side closes and unfettered commercialism. Isn’t it time we
cleaned up the Mile?

So here are changes I would like to see.

1) Let's give our police better rights to move vagrants on, and encourage them so to do. Mayor
Giuliani’s New York campaign against the homeless was far too strict but at least he had a
vision, and it improved the lives of countless New Yorkers. It would dismantle the drugs
chain on the Royal Mile in an instant.

2) Let's not have any nightclubs being allowed to be open after midnight if they are located
within 50 yards of residential properties.

We were here first and the argument that we chose to live in the city centre doesn’t hold
water. Hundreds of people were already trying to live and work in the Mile when the council
decided to allow nightclubs that remained open till 3am (one of the main reasons for the
drugs trade) and to take away their rule that amplified music was illegal. Let’s follow the
example of so many other cities around the world and reintroduce that rule. Now.

Oh, and one other thing. If I finally lose my temper and get murdered in a fight with a busker,
I don’t want any bagpipers at my funeral.

4 May 2016
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Home

The next fix

Islay McLeod

'In you come’. A huge man beckons me to a large door under the pink and purple neon light.
I climb up the black-carpeted stairs and enter an equally black room – could be huge or tiny,
I don’t quite know yet. But yes, I do know: it’s huge and I’ve been coming here for years.
Music is thumping and strobe lights dazzle my eyes.

You could always spot the 'number heads' (ecstasy users); they would be talking
emphatically, kissing, dancing in an outrageous fashion, and always chewing their lips or
grinding their teeth in maniacal grins. The 'toilet poppers’ would constantly disappear to the
loos to line up their powder on the enamel surface with their bank cards, snort it with a £10
note (or £20 if they were flush) or indeed 'bomb’ it and wrap their powder in a Rizla cigarette
paper and swallow it – they got their buzz no matter what the method. No trouble and
fuss...It was all terribly civilised.

These were 'illegal highs’ – ecstasy, speed, cocaine. You had to know a local dealer, have a
friend who would 'do you a favour’, or have a friend of a friend who would do the deal. In the
past 15 years this black market has been shaken up with the introduction of hundreds of
alternative substances – those referred to as ‘legal highs’.

Black Mamba, Pandora’s Box Unleashed, Silver Bullet, Cherry Bomb, Pink Panther, Mary
Jane, Clockwork Orange, China White, Mephedrone, Burst, Banshee Dust...the list is
endless. Their alternative names are plant food, bath salts, incense, research chemicals, and,
as long as they have 'Not for human consumption’ on their neat packaging, they are a guilt-
free purchase from your local, and no doubt friendly, head shop. Their purpose is to offer a
synthetic alternative to cocaine, cannabis, speed, LSD and ecstasy, without the hassle of
possible prosecution or imprisonment. Head shops are usually found on the high street, each
a business with carefully constructed annual accounts and duly completed annual returns
lodged with Companies House.

The names of legal highs give you a notion of their intent...to make your life dangerous but
fun. They aren’t made by the wee guy down the road with a science kit, they are made by
clever pharmacologists and chemists – people with access to extreme science. Some
substances are thought to be manifoldly stronger than their illegal counterparts and A&E
departments across the UK have been swamped with more cases involving legal highs. One
Welsh hospital alone has experienced a 1460% increase in emergency admissions in three
years. Judging from the huge range of potential chemicals taken, and whether they are mixed
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with others or with alcohol, it’s difficult to imagine how the NHS can assist the debilitated
and cope when they have no idea what they are working with.

After several deaths from legal highs including Meow Meow or Mephedrone, the individual
substance itself has been banned – yet an alternative would be made by tweaking the
molecular structure of the original and a replacement would be on the shelves of head shops
within a few weeks.

One particular legal high caught my attention. Nitrous oxide – laughing gas or hippie crack.
Nitrous oxide, or N2O to the chemists out there, is a compound and weak anaesthetic which
was used in dentistry to effectively numb a patient while work was taking place. It can give a
person a feeling of euphoria and increased imagination. The way people took this drug
dumbfounded me. You must fill up a balloon from a cannister (often used in whipped cream
for the restaurant trade) and then take breaths from it.

According to the website ‘Frank’, nitrous oxide carries a risk to mortality because, when
sucked out of a balloon or otherwise, the brain can be starved of oxygen and basically shut
down. Usage can lead to nausea, folic acid imbalances, mood swings, possible addiction and
even frost bite.

This popular method of ingestion worries me. It must occur in households and during parties
in a back room – certainly not in the dark night club of yesteryear. Intriguingly, there are
many websites which offer clear instructions of how to take it and advice to potential users:

'I always breathe in and out, in and out, but it is essential that you take breaths of air – I tend
to take two breaths of nitrous oxide then one of air.’ Another: 'Still nice sober, but not
mindblowing like it can be. Double balloon on acid was one of the most epic experiences of
my life’. There were even some more practical suggestions: 'Oh – and if you have a lot of it,
or have it regularly, it can deplete your B vitamins, so you should take a supplement'.

But all of this has changed. From 28 May the Psychoactive Substances Act 2016 came into
force across the UK making it an offence to 'produce, supply or offer to supply any
psychoactive substance if the substance is likely to be used for its psychoactive effects,
regardless of its potential harm’. There are a few exceptions to the new act, including
nicotine, alcohol, caffeine and alkyl nitrates, which are all controlled by the previous Misuse
of Drugs Act 1971. The new act means that powers are given to enable stop and search of
person, vehicles, etc, with the maximum custodial service of seven years possible for outright
dealing.

Proprietors of head shops can no longer sell, supply or distribute certain products sold in
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their shops. But what did that mean in the weeks leading up to 28 May? Huge discount sales
with punters stocking up on their gear! Three for one – everything must go.

Will the new act make a difference or simply move these substances into a black market? Will
the former illegal drug dealer – once a crew hand on a shifty, leaky boat – now become a
captain of a colossal cruise-liner of drugs? Only time will tell... As a nation we seem to like a
'buzz’, whether it’s from strong coffee, alcohol, nicotine or the caffeine and taurine-leaden
energy drinks which are available anywhere. Is it merely our coping technique and nature or
will we ever stop chasing the next fix?

8 June 2016
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Home

Parent licensing

Alison Preuss

If the road to hell is paved with good intentions, the Scottish Government’s named person
scheme, due to be steamrollered out in August, is set to add a whole new layer of tarmac to
the national re-surfacing project known as GIRFEC (Getting It Right For Every Child).

For families who prefer byways to highways, the designated path to Getting It Righteousness
– under the supervision of a state-appointed minder – feels more like a forced march to the
communal midden. Although the Scottish Government and its paid cheerleaders like to claim
the controversial policy is simply about providing a single point of contact for families, the
legislation paints a very different picture. Confidential information can now be shared, and
interventions triggered, whenever a teacher or health visitor considers a child to be at risk of
not meeting the Government’s desired wellbeing outcomes. In other words, it represents a
seismic shift from the established threshold – risk of significant harm – at which the state
may interfere in private family life.

Unlike welfare, wellbeing has no precise legal definition and is to be arbitrarily measured
against a checklist of more than 200 risk indicators, which even include being under five. The
pass mark for individual parents will largely depend on the appointed box-ticker’s
interpretation of life events, significant or otherwise, such as losing the pet hamster.

The scheme is underpinned by the Government’s unhealthy obsession with Getting
Information Recorded For Every Citizen, since we just can’t be trusted to do the right thing
by ourselves. No matter what the problem – even if it there isn’t a problem, but there just
might be in the future – the preferred solution is invariably to collect and crunch more of our
data. Acquiring a single view of each and every citizen, they contend, will not only help
identify those in need support, but also flag up any outliers for remediation.

The flaws in the argument are obvious to anyone who is concerned about the relationship
between citizen and state. What has been legislated for in Scotland is a mass surveillance
system, starting with the children, while simultaneously gathering details of every other
family member and associated adult from myriad sources, mostly without their consent or
even knowledge.

When it comes to human rights and data protection, Scotland declared UDI long ago, and
Getting It Right training for the past several years has underlined the new 'just do it'
approach to information sharing. Never mind the duty of confidentiality, just grab the data
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– oh, and don’t tell the lab rats as they might think they have a choice. It’s easy to see how
minority groups will be deemed disproportionately dodgy by the new algorithm when
'capacity to provide wellbeing' is subjectively assessed in terms of the Government’s
preferred outcomes for children.

At a recent event, one home-educating father of five realised he was in trouble after perusing
the extensive list of risk indicators. His children, including two under-fives, were all born at
home, the family don’t vaccinate, they are vegetarian, and he was brought up in care. He
wondered if getting a telly might improve their family's score as the health visitor was
becoming more persistent than a double glazing salesman.

Forget the good intentions, the named person scheme is paving the way to parent licensing
in Scotland. Too many penalty points and you’ll be sent on a well-behaving course to learn
the error of your child-rearing ways, so try not to get caught too often speeding through Asda
with a trolley full of ready meals. Under the totting up procedure you could lose your licence,
and maybe even your kids.

1 June 2016
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Home

What does the SNP stand for?

Gerry Hassan

One party stands head and shoulders above all others in Scotland – the Scottish National
Party. It has got there through its own efforts, hard work and virtues, along with the
numerous mistakes and weaknesses of its opponents. Scottish Labour’s long car crash was
part tragedy, part comedy, but mostly of its own making. If it ever has an obituary, it will say:
'died at its own hands’. The Scottish Tories have been toxic for a generation, even seen as un-
Scottish and 'alien’, a phenomenon only slowly beginning to change.

This then begs the question: nine years into office, what do the SNP and Nicola Sturgeon
stand for? What kind of Scotland do they wish to bring about, bar one that is independent
and self-governing? For some these latter qualities are enough, based for them on principle,
but for many they are abstracts which need further detail, and should be the means to an end
of wider economic and social change, not an end in itself.

In many respects, the last nine years of the SNP in office have been the years of light lifting,
considering the disarray and weaknesses of their opponents. It has been easy to point the
figures at 'London Labour’, even worse 'Red Tories’, and the grip of Westminster. Things
aren’t always going to be so easy: opponents will be less incompetent, incumbents make
mistakes, more powers are coming to the parliament, and a decade of public spending cuts
will take their toll.

Now, the conventional answer to this question is that the SNP is a modern, centre-left, social
democratic party. Whenever one writes of the crisis of social democracy across Europe and
the entire developed world, some SNPers reply that you haven’t factored in the success and
achievements of the nationalists.

Social democracy everywhere is in a terrible state, battered by three decades of economic
deregulation, social change and the weakening of working-class collectivism and solidarity,
and unable to deal with the pressures of globalisation, instability and immigration, which has
seen a new wave of ugly populism and xenophobia. Not one traditional social democratic
party in Europe has been able to ride these tigers and remain popular and true to a centre-
left politics – not the French, the Germans, or even the Swedes and Norwegians. While the
emergence of a populist new left such as Syriza in Greece has confronted the realities of what
has been seen in Athens as the fiscal fascism of Berlin and Brussels.

We are meant to believe that Scotland, in the form of the SNP, has bucked these trends and
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provided a solitary oasis in this desert of the left. Apart from its smugness and insularity, it
isn’t completely true. The SNP has much to be proud of in its history and office, but it hasn’t
managed to yet buck global realities.

The SNP is not in its heart a social democratic party. The clue is in the name: Scottish
National Party. It is a party whose first and foremost aim is Scottish self-government,
sometimes expressed as independence; at other points, as statehood, the latter of which can
at times be expressed more flexibly.

Social democracy has become a secondary set of ideas to the SNP – which the party came
somewhat late to in both its history and that of the centre-left – first beginning in the 1970s,
and more convincingly in the 1980s. This has had a number of consequences rarely reflected
upon: one of which is that this late conversion meant the SNP has always had a superficial
and deeply unphilosophical relationship with this tradition. And this has mattered more and
more, as social democracy since the early 1980s has been in retreat.

All across Europe and the developed world for the last three decades debates have raged
about how the centre-left should adapt and respond to the great changes in our societies.
How does social democracy respond to an age of greater individualism, choice and
aspiration? What is the most relevant response to greater inequality, the super-rich and left
behind? How can public services meet increased demand, both in terms of expectations and
demographics, and allow people to have more say? And how does the centre-left make a
politics of collective identities once class and workerist identities have weakened, and that of
consumer and numerous hybrid-identities emerged?

In none of these debates and many more has the centre-left anywhere found convincing
answers. This is not to argue that the right has had all the answers. Indeed, it hasn’t, but it
has, unlike the left, been able to posit a vision of the economy and the future based on going
with the grain of mega-change (deindustrialisation, service economy, deregulation,
financialisation). That this worldview is now falling apart, and in places in tatters, even more
shows the paucity and crises of the centre-left.

Scotland and the SNP aren’t immune to all of the above. Nor have we somehow, unlike
elsewhere, stumbled upon the answers. To be fair, much of this isn’t just the responsibility of
the nationalists. Scottish Labour dominated our country for 50 years and while it did many
big things, it didn’t exactly prosper in the realm of ideas. Former Labour minister Wendy
Alexander once said that Scottish Labour hadn’t had an idea since 1906; I always thought
that was a bit hard, and it had a few in the 1920s, but you get the point. Scottish mainstream
social democracy just hasn’t done ideas and intellectualism: instead, its dominant strand has
been practical and deeply pragmatic.
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Wait you might say, isn’t this just a 'bash the SNP’ argument? What about the list: free care
for the elderly, no tuition fees, the council tax freeze, and such like? First, all of these big
ticket items are redistributive, not to those poorer or on below average incomes, but those on
above average incomes. Second, the case is often put, never mind such detail, Scotland
stands proudly for universalism, unlike England. But this ignores that universalism per se,
involves choices and selectivity. Scotland isn’t a land of milk and honey, and we cannot afford
to have universal universalism, so arguing for the above policies means putting them above
others. In short, it means putting middle class and affluent interests ahead of those who are
poorer and on lower incomes, and in typical Scottish traditions, dressing it up as
'progressive’.

The incantation of free care for the elderly and no tuition fees has become almost the holy
grail of Scottish politics. Just as at the last UK election, Ed Miliband decided for posterity to
engrave his six-point plan into granite, in what became known as the 'Ed Stone’, maybe the
SNP could do the same. Why stop at Alex Salmond’s self-congratulation stone about no
tuition fees: 'the rocks will melt with the sun before I allow tuition fees’? Why not raise your
aspiration and reach for your very own 'Ed Stone’; indeed it could be our own 'Eck Stone’,
praising the achievements of our own dear former leader? That is the logical conclusion of a
politics of past achievements, if you are not thinking about future choices.

To be more serious, the SNP has to come up with some answers for what kind of Scotland it
wants – beyond independence and the very short mantra of achievements. Apparently, there
is to be a summer of independence, with SNPers and Yesers touring the nation (minus its
former leader, Stewart Hosie), reigniting the cause of independence. Two wee problems with
this are that there is no independence offer on the table, the 2014 one being dead in the
water; and with that being the case, what sort of future Scotland is being offered, beyond the
principle of independence?

A final thought. Scotland is centre-left and the SNP centre-leftish. This being the case is it not
possible to start thinking, pushing and creating an actual, real, detailed politics of the centre-
left? At the moment, a whole swath of Scottish respectable society, from the commentariat,
to academia, professional bodies and the voluntary sector, have provided a 'left cover’ for the
SNP’s centrish-soft-leftish politics.

That was fine and understandable in the early days of the SNP in office, when everything was
fresh and exciting, but nine years in it isn’t good enough. What chance that the Scotland
which prides itself on being centre-left, radical, curious, and interested in ideas and debate,
could actually contribute in some small way to the reinvention of social democracy? It is
worth asking and even trying, and who knows might actually assist the SNP in answering
some of the big questions.

8 June 2016
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Diary

Walter Humes

Election bumf has started to arrive. One candidate in my constituency has forfeited his
chance of securing my vote by the apparent egomania of his promotional material. In the
space of an A5 leaflet he manages to include no fewer than nine photographs of himself. To
compound the offence, in the 12 sentences of his self-description, nine of them begin with the
word 'I’. Anyone capable of such immodesty and linguistic infelicity should not be trusted
with the nation’s future. As for his policies, they consist of the usual mixture of questionable
statistics, inflated claims and vague promises. I shall certainly cast my vote, but I fear it will
be with a heavy heart in view of the uninspiring nature of the choices, and the depressing
character of the Scottish political scene. Too often, Holyrood 'debates’ have been reduced to
repeated exchanges of rival tribal slogans, uninformed by either convincing evidence or
reasoned argument.

2 April 2016

One of the striking features about the fallout from the leaked Panama papers is the complete
absence of any hint of shame on the part of those who have been named. Where they have
bothered to respond to inquiries, their line has been to say that what they have done is
perfectly legal, and that they have been acting on professional advice from accountants and
lawyers. They have seemed entirely untroubled by the fact that people on much more modest
incomes may be paying more tax than they are, or that their activities help to widen further
the gap between the super-rich and ordinary citizens.

This absence of shame is not an isolated case. It is symptomatic of a wider cultural trend and
the general decline in ethical standards. We can see it in the indifference of chief executives
when it is pointed out that the salaries and bonuses they receive are regarded by many
observers as obscene, when compared with the average wages of employees in their
companies. Similarly, when politicians are caught in media 'sting’ operations, promising to
use their contacts and influence in exchange for a fat fee, they usually manage to claim that
they have broken no rules. They dismiss any reputational damage and, within a week or two,
can be seen again on television pronouncing confidently on the issues of the day.

How is the absence of any sense of shame to be explained? Part of it might be attributed
simply to the typical arrogance of the rich and powerful, their complacent assumption that
they can do as they like. They develop a feeling of entitlement which is much more powerful
than any notion of social obligation. This may have been facilitated by the decline of religious
faith which in the past served, in some cases at least, to constrain extreme forms of
selfishness.
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The concept of 'sin’ has virtually disappeared from public discourse. But even if religion is set
aside, there is now an absence of many of the cultural norms which used to proscribe certain
forms of behaviour. The clearest illustration of this is the 'confessional’ television programme
where participants are encouraged to admit to acts which in earlier generations would have
made their perpetrators feel ashamed. Now they are almost celebrated. The desire for 'fame’
has superseded any sense of shame.

7 April 2016

According to the latest Scottish Social Attitudes Survey, less than half the population (48%)
consider themselves religious. This makes Scotland the most secular country in the UK.
There are, however, interesting variations among those who do express a faith commitment.
Figures for Roman Catholics, other Christians and non-Christians have remained fairly
steady. The real decline can be seen in the Church of Scotland – from 35% in 1999 to just 20%
now. Add to that, low levels of church attendance among those who still describe themselves
as religious, and an age profile of church members that does not augur well for the future,
and one might think that the Church of Scotland would be developing a bold strategy to
address the situation. 

Is there any evidence for this? There has been no shortage of committees and reports over
the years which seek to reverse the trend. But the pattern of decline continues and it has
become difficult to recruit people to train for the ministry, with many congregations forced
to amalgamate. 

Let me offer a perspective by an outsider who is nonetheless well-disposed to many of the
values represented by the Church of Scotland. Ordinary church members up and down the
country engage in admirable work supporting the young, the bereaved, the sick and the
elderly. Voluntary efforts ensure that many worthwhile activities, which promote a sense of
community, take place. But is all this supported by effective leadership at the top and a clear
vision of what the future might bring?

I want to suggest that part of the problem is that the Church of Scotland is perceived by many
people as too timid, too conservative, too 'establishment’ in its outlook. It is, after all, the
established church in Scotland and this means that it has formal connections with other
constitutional bodies – royalty and the law, for example. The political landscape in Scotland
has changed and one consequence is that the traditional deference the church has shown to
the royal family does not have the same degree of support as in the past. Similarly, the annual
'Kirking of the Court’ in Edinburgh, when judges and advocates in all their finery parade up
the High Street for a service in St Giles Cathedral, is as likely to be regarded as a comic
occasion as a great tradition. As for the deliberations of the General Assembly, which used to
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be an event of some national significance, does anyone pay much attention to them
nowadays? 

There is one important respect in which the Church of Scotland could learn from Scottish
Catholics. The relative strength of Catholicism is not based primarily on doctrinal adherence
to the teachings of the church. Many Catholics disregard church doctrine, particularly in
relation to sexual behaviour. What they retain, however, is a strong sense of cultural identity,
a perception of themselves as a community which has had to fight to overcome
discrimination. It is perhaps by focusing on the cultural rather than the doctrinal aspects of
religion, allied to a more courageous spirit in addressing the social and political challenges
of our time, that the Church of Scotland could begin to alter its public image as timid,
respectable and 'establishment’. I fear, however, that the committee men (and women) of
George Street may regard such an undertaking as too alarming to contemplate.

20 April 2016

I receive a visit from the police (not before time, do I hear you say?). It concerns an elderly
man in the neighbourhood who suffers from a form of dementia. He lives alone and for some
time has managed to function at a basic level. His condition, however, has been deteriorating
and there have been two recent incidents giving cause for concern. In the first, an ambulance
was called but the man refused to go to hospital. The latest episode involved a couple finding
him in the street in a confused state and bringing him home. When the police arrived, he
gave a fairly coherent account of himself and they did not feel they had sufficient grounds for
intervention.

I was able to supply some information about the man’s background. An older brother, who
had previously provided good support, died a couple of years ago. The only other close
relative lives some distance away. At one stage, carers had visited the man daily but he was
not cooperative and eventually that arrangement ceased. He is not aggressive or unpleasant,
just fiercely independent.

It seems that everyone is waiting for a crisis that would provide a reason for official action.
The police will make a report and alert social work. Neighbours will keep an eye open for any
further decline. The man will continue to defend his freedom as long as he can. I try to
imagine how I would feel in his situation, but it is an imaginative leap too far. Up and down
the country there must be thousands of similar scenarios being enacted every day.

4 May 2016
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I have great admiration for the skills of top golfers but none at all for the petty pomposities
of some golf clubs. Muirfield, otherwise known (with no sense of irony) as 'The Honourable
Company of Edinburgh Golfers’, has been widely condemned for its decision to maintain its
ban on women members, with the result that the Royal and Ancient – hardly a bastion of
progressive thinking – has decreed that it cannot host future Open Championships.
Presumably the financial implications of this will be considerable. Television reports of
Muirfield’s self-inflicted bunker shot showed a group of elderly men wearing blazers and club
ties, some looking mildly embarrassed, others positively gleeful. Once the cameras had
departed they could no doubt repair to the club bar to congratulate themselves on their
stance against the pressures of political correctness. 

Membership of Muirfield is regarded as a mark of social acceptance by the Edinburgh elite.
Those who see opportunities for beneficial business and professional networking feel they
have arrived once they are admitted as full members. Visitors are tolerated on Tuesdays and
Thursdays provided they book in advance and are willing to pay the fee of £220 for one
round. The calendar of bookings on Muirfield’s website shows that slots are taken up months
in advance.

The website also refers to the club’s 'colourful history’, pointing out that its origins go back
to 1744. One of the less 'honourable’ aspects of that history relates to its links to the Scottish
civil servant, George Pottinger, who was jailed for corruption in 1974. Pottinger was a snob
with a taste for the high life. This was reflected in some of the books he wrote: an uncritical
biography of Lord Fraser of Allander, one-time owner of Harrods; a guide to St Moritz, a
favourite ski destination for the 'smart set’; and, not least, a history of Muirfield itself,
expressed in the respectful tones of the socially aspiring.

Pottinger had a house built within walking distance of Muirfield: at his trial it was said that
this was only possible because of substantial financial support from the architect, John
Poulson, who was awarded major contracts for the development of the Aviemore centre.
Pottinger was dining at Muirfield in June, 1973 when he received a call from his wife saying
that he had better return home to speak to members of the fraud squad who had come to
arrest him. The scandal that ensued did not reflect well on Pottinger’s superiors in the
Scottish Office, but a familiar strategy of evasion and back covering was quickly put in place.
It is doubtful whether the full facts of the episode will ever be known. 

After the latest instance of Muirfield’s 'colourful history’, with its vote to exclude women, club
members would be well-advised to settle for a monochrome phase, during which they should
engage in some thoughtful reflection about how they are perceived by the world outside their
self-regarding circle.

20 May 2016
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This week I received a visit from Jehovah’s Witnesses – two charming women who presented
me with a copy of their magazine, Awake. I received them courteously and for a few minutes
I think they hoped that they might recruit me to their ranks. This was because I mentioned
the fact that I am a regular listener to the early morning radio programme 'Sunday’, which
reports on a wide range of religious stories. However, their optimism was extinguished when
I told them that the programme had once invited listeners to submit limericks on a religious
theme. I was able to recall my own entry, which was subsequently read out on the
programme:

Having listened to 'Sunday’ for years
All the creeds have reduced me to tears
Their fondness for faction
Has caused a reaction
I think I’ll just down a few beers

After the women had departed, I remembered another encounter with evangelists. On that
occasion, I admit I behaved badly. In mitigation, I would point out that it had been a difficult
day and I had arrived home tired and hungry. Soon afterwards, there was a knock at the door.
Two clean-cut young Americans introduced themselves. One asked; 'May we have a moment
of your time?’ I responded, 'No you may not,’ and started to shut the door. As I did so, the
second Mormon rebuked me by saying, 'You are closing your door on God'. I looked him up
and down, and replied, 'My, you’ve had a rapid rise in the organisation'. That terminated the
exchange.

I am not hostile to religion. On the contrary, I think the religious impulse in human history
has inspired many of the greatest achievements in literature, art and music and testifies to
the importance of a spiritual dimension to life. What I object to is the dogmatic certainty of
some faith traditions, their intolerance of other interpretations and their attempt to impose
strict conformity on adherents. They claim to offer 'salvation’ but too often it depends on the
suppression of intellect and a disregard for the questionable motives of some religious
leaders.

5 June 2016

The appearance of Sir Philip Green, former head of the retail chain BHS, before a House of
Commons joint select committee had all the atmosphere of a courtroom drama. The MPs
took on the role of prosecuting counsel, keen to deliver a knockout blow, while Sir Philip in
the witness box sought to fend off damage by ducking and diving. He was attempting to
defend his role in the collapse of BHS after he sold it for £1 to the former bankrupt Dominic
Chappell, who had no previous retail experience. So entranced was the Times newspaper by
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Sir Philip’s performance that, in addition to a news report (complete with unflattering
pictures of Sir Philip’s facial expressions), it devoted both a comment piece and a leader to
the occasion. 

During the exchanges, Sir Philip was accused of having 'a dominant personality’ and
'extremely thin skin’. He certainly came across as someone who was more used to issuing
orders than to answering questions. He complained about being bullied and took offence
when he felt a member of the committee was staring at him in a hostile way. It was a
remarkable insight into the psychology of 'this supertanned titan of industry’ (as one of the
Times pieces called him). The leading article was sharply critical of his performance,
describing his account as 'woeful’ and suggesting that he represents 'the ugly face of
capitalism’. 

It is estimated that Sir Philip’s family fortune amounts to some £3.2 billion. At one point
during the hearing, he remarked: 'Envy and jealousy are incurable diseases'. Someone should
have asked him: 'Is the same true of greed?’

16 June 2016
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World

The ring is closing

James Wilkie

The Scots are not the only people in the world with an aversion to weapons of mass
destruction. The classic WMDs are biological, chemical and nuclear weapons, two of which
have actually been used in armed conflict. Radiological weapons have more recently been
added to the list of horrors, but as far as is publicly known have never actually been
manufactured. Not much is heard about the first two these days, probably because
governments have realised that they are two-edged swords, that their use could trigger a
cross-border holocaust that could hit the user as much as an enemy.

The 1975 United Nations Biological Weapons Convention (short title), which bans the
possession and use of biological and toxin devices ('germ warfare'), has been signed and
ratified by 173 states. An additional nine states have signed the BWC, but have not yet
ratified. Its effectiveness has been limited by the fact that no special organisation to enforce
its implementation has been set up, although support for this was virtually unanimous,
because the United States under George Bush walked out of the negotiations, silently hailed
by Iran and Pakistan. Adherence to the convention is presently supervised from United
Nations HQ Geneva. Further related biological research, for instance at Porton Down in
England, is now directed mainly towards methods of defence against the use of such
weapons, perhaps by terrorists, and biological dangers in general.

The 1997 UN Chemical Weapons Convention that outlaws the production, stockpiling and
use of chemical weapons and their precursors has been signed by 192 UN member states
(Israel has still to ratify, while Egypt, North Korea and South Sudan have not signed). Here,
by contrast, the UN has set up an independent Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW) that, from its headquarters in the Hague, is quietly supervising the
destruction of all such weapons worldwide, with the cooperation of stockholders.

This is not an overnight task – dismantling these weapons and disposing of their lethal
contents is a lengthy and extremely hazardous business, and has to be taken slowly.
Nonetheless, the success of the United Nations when it is allowed to work without
obstruction is demonstrated by the fact that, by October 2015, about 90% of all the declared
stockpile of chemical weapons in the world had been destroyed under supervision by the
OPCW, and work is continuing to get rid of the remainder.

Radiological weapons are the latest horror scenario, eminently practical even although they
exist only in theory at the moment. The most basic such radiological dispersion device is the
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so-called 'dirty bomb' with a core of conventional explosive surrounded by a mantle of
radioactive material. This would be distributed far and wide by the force of the explosion,
which is itself of secondary importance, thereby poisoning a huge area and all life within it.

The Armageddon variant, known as a 'salted bomb', would use a nuclear core surrounded by
a charge of material like cobalt (there are several other possibilities) that would be highly
irradiated by the nuclear detonation. The radiation would be spread far more widely than by
a dirty bomb, and could turn an entire country into an uninhabitable desert for all the
foreseeable future, depending on the half-life of the fissile material used.

Radiological weapons are a spectre that is haunting defence and security authorities
worldwide. The theory has been intensely studied, but no action has been taken to date
towards outlawing such weapons. The moment any concrete plan to construct such a weapon
has come to light the international community will react swiftly and decisively, but for the
meantime there is still work to be done on ordinary nuclear weapons.

The worldwide unanimous condemnation of biological and chemical weapons has almost –
but not quite – been repeated in the case of their straight atomic counterparts, whether of
the fission or fusion (hydrogen bomb) variety. There is considerable strength of feeling
amongst governments worldwide on the subject of nuclear weapons, and resentment
towards the handful of states that stubbornly retain them. The entire rest of the world wants
to see them abolished.

Unfortunately, there are politico-diplomatic factors in play here. The nukes are militarily
useless, the former Cold War adversaries are now on the same side, and any regime that
actually used them would be signing its own death warrant, even without a nuclear
retaliation.

Who is going to incinerate hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians in order to teach a
lesson to a handful of members of an oppressive regime? To date, no terrorists have managed
to get their hands on a nuclear warhead, and, if they did mount such an attack, who would
deliver a nuclear response, where would it be aimed, and against whom?

It is not that such a danger does not exist, for instance in Pakistan, where Taliban and Al
Qaeda forces have been steadily encroaching nearer to Pakistan’s nuclear test facilities, but
here again the uselessness of threatening nuclear revenge is evident, not least when the
perpetrators are more than willing to die for their cause.

That leads to the only remaining uses of nuclear weapons, as diplomatic bargaining counters
and as status symbols. The five permanent members of the UN Security Council are the
'official' nuclear-armed states – China, France, the Russian Federation, the UK and US. All
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of them have an obligation under the 1970 UN Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) to
work for the abolition of nuclear weapons, including their own.

Another four states – India, Pakistan, Israel and North Korea – have nuclear weapons
technology (although test explosions are no proof of the existence of usable warheads let
alone their ballistic delivery vehicles), and Iran had until recently been working towards such
a status.

Here the purpose of nukes as status symbols is very evident – at least on the part of
politicians and the military, because one cannot imagine the ordinary people of Iran, let
alone North Korea, clamouring for such devices. The element of fear of attack is still evident
in Israel, and to a diminishing extent elsewhere.

To the North Korean regime, nuclear capacity is also a negotiating factor for other purposes,
and that was probably also true for Iran before its recent agreement on nuclear research.
With the UK and France it is a prestige matter, and a diplomatic lever for retaining their
permanent seats on the UN Security Council, which have long since been overtaken by global
developments.

The United Nations is still beavering away at the permanent Conference on Disarmament at
UN Geneva. Progress is already evident, especially in the ongoing reduction of the massive
Russian and US overkill stockpiles of warheads (dismantling is once again a slow business,
this time mainly for political reasons), while massive pressure is being placed on Iran and
others to call a halt to any further proliferation. These operations are policed by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, based at United Nations HQ Vienna.

That is one side of United Nations policy. The other main effort at the moment is being
directed towards stopping nuclear test explosions once and for all. Barack Obama and
Hillary Clinton have stressed during the UN General Assembly in New York that the UN
Comprehensive [Nuclear] Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) is of crucial importance, because a ban on
test explosions on the surface, underground, in the air or in space effectively puts an end to
the further development of nuclear weapons, which is a gigantic step towards their ultimate
abolition. It also eliminates further nuclear pollution of the earth’s atmosphere. 

The UN member governments enthusiastically share this view. There is no more popular
organisation within the United Nations family than the Preparatory Commission for the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty Organisation (CTBTO). The CTBTO is the
organisation that is being set up to police adherence to the treaty. It is one of a small number
of international organisations that have fewer financial difficulties than most, such is the
massive level of support it enjoys worldwide.
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The treaty has currently been signed by 183 states and ratified by 164. However, its
demanding entry-into-force provision specifically requires it to be ratified by 44 named
'nuclear technology holder' states. The UK, France and Russia have ratified, but another
eight 'listed state' ratifications (by China, Egypt, India, Iran, Israel, North Korea, Pakistan
and the United States) are still needed before the treaty can finally enter into force. However,
only India, Pakistan and North Korea have so far broken the otherwise universally observed
de facto moratorium on test explosions.

The US signed the CTBT, but later, under the Bush administration, declined to ratify it.
However, the US remains a major financier of the CTBTO PrepComm, based at UN Vienna
under its executive secretary, the eminently qualified scientist Lassina Zerbo. President
Obama still has an uphill battle here to overcome the obstructive legacy of the Bush era,
because he has to obtain US ratification by a Republican-dominated Senate that has
consistently dragged its feet over the matter. Meantime, a number of states like China are
waiting on US ratification before making their own moves.

Meantime, the United Nations has gone ahead with developing its nuclear detection system
in advance of final ratification. The CTBTO, even at its preliminary stage of a preparatory
commission, is installing 337 sensor stations all round the world to ensure that no nuclear
explosion can go undetected. These detectors fall into four main categories: primary and
auxiliary seismic; infrasonic; hydro acoustic (sonar); and radionuclide, some with noble gas
detection, and with a number of radionuclide laboratories.

One seismic station is located in Scotland, at Eskdalemuir in the Borders. This network,
more than 90% of which is already in place and functioning, alerts the CTBTO at UN Vienna
within seconds of a nuclear event occurring anywhere between the North and South Poles
and all round the equator (one station is situated right at the South Pole itself). The Security
Council can then decide on sanctions or other measures against the offending state.

The mind-blowing high-tech monitoring system, using the world’s most advanced
technologies, also has a number of secondary functions, like tsunami early warning and
others. Scientists all round the world, who receive the results automatically in real time, are
unanimously enthusiastic about having such a holistic view of the state of the planet that is
available from no other source.

The status of the UK within this general scenario should be obvious. It has a treaty obligation
to work for the abolition of nuclear weapons, including its own, and not to update them. It is
the politico-diplomatic consequences of abandoning nuclear weapons that are uppermost in
government minds in London, because from the military standpoint they are utterly useless
and a waste of resources. As former Russian President Michael Gorbachev pointed out, they
are deterring nobody, because they can never be used.
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The United Nations continues to consolidate the advances that have been achieved to date by
ensuring that there is no retreat from the progress that has already been made towards the
final and irreversible extirpation of all these abominations. We are still some way off from
complete abolition of CBRN weapons of mass destruction, but the ring is slowly closing
around the fanatics.

18 May 2016
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World

A wronged right

Andrew Hook

Scotland has recently been remembering the day 20 years ago when Thomas Hamilton,
carrying four loaded handguns, walked into the gymnasium of Dunblane primary school and
proceeded to shoot 16 five-year-old children and their teacher, before killing himself. The
reaction to that event in an appalled UK was swift. Two new laws were passed completely
banning the private ownership of handguns.

In the year after Dunblane there were 59 killings with such guns across the UK. In 2014 that
figure fell to 29. An editorial in The Guardian goes on to point out that, by contrast, in the
USA 20 years ago, 13,252 people died from firearms injuries; the figure for 2015 was 13,393.
The writer then alludes to a recent incident in which a mother – who happens to be an ardent
believer in the right of American citizens to bear arms – was shot in the back while driving
her car by her four-year-old son who found a loaded revolver on the seat beside him. To my
mind it is patent that gun laws – meaning the absence of gun laws – represents a more
despicable and terrifying blot on American democracy than racism, sexism or any other 'ism’
you care to mention. Gun-related deaths are 32 times higher in the USA than in the rest of
the civilised nations in the world. How has this situation come about? And why is a grief-
stricken President Obama unable to do anything about it? 

The key answer as we all know is the Second Amendment to the constitution of the United
States. Not that you would guess it from the actual wording of that brief amendment which
runs as follows: 'A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the
right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed'. In 1792, amending the
constitution of the new country they had just brought into being, the founding fathers of
America, in the First Amendment, sought to guarantee its citizens’ freedom of speech,
religion and the press. What was their second overriding concern? Surely beyond question it
was to protect the security of the nation they had created.

The new USA had no regular or standing army. And many of the founders were against the
creation of one, believing that a federal army could easily become a source of tyrannical
power in the land. Yet across the Atlantic Ocean, the war-torn world of the 1790s was a
dangerous place. How was American freedom to be protected? The answer was by the
maintenance of a militia – a people’s army. The functions of the federal government, defined
in Article 1, Section 8 of the American constitution, include the organising, arming, and
disciplining of the militia to execute the 'Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel
Invasions'. The Second Amendment with its specific reference to national security and the
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role of the militia seems largely to reinforce the meaning of the original article: the need to
maintain the militia clearly remains the heart of the matter.

Today, however, America’s politicians, commentators, lawyers, and the public in general
believe that the Second Amendment means something entirely different: the right of all
Americans to keep and bear arms. This is the meaning that now is automatically and
slavishly reiterated whenever the issue of guns in America is raised in any form. But the truth
is that this interpretation became the orthodox one only in the very recent past. For over 200
years the American legal system ultimately rejected the idea that the Second Amendment
guaranteed the right of individual Americans to bear arms. It was only in 2008, in the case
of the District of Columbia v Heller, that the Supreme Court, in a 5-4 vote, supported the
opinion, written by the late judge Antonin Scalia, which overturned past legal history – 'two
centuries of precedent’ in the words of Michael Wardman in his 2014 book 'The Second
Amendment' – and set up the new orthodoxy concerning the right to bear arms. 

As we shall see, the campaign in favour of this interpretation has a history of its own, but just
how revolutionary it was in legal terms is suggested by a comment made by one of America’s
most illustrious Supreme Court chief justices back in 1991. In that year Chief Justice Warren
Burger suggested that the gun lobby’s interpretation of the Second Amendment 'is one of the
greatest pieces of fraud, I repeat the word fraud, on the American people by special interest
groups that I have ever seen in my lifetime. The real purpose of the Second Amendment was
to ensure that state armies – the militia – would be maintained for the defence of the state.
The very language of the Second Amendment refutes any argument that it was intended to
guarantee every citizen an unfettered right to any kind of weapon he or she desires'. So how
could an interpretation of the Second Amendment dismissed as rubbish by the chief justice
of the Supreme Court in 1991 become accepted as the correct one by the Supreme Court in
2008? 

A recent article in the New York Times provides a convincing answer. In the 1970s members
of America’s National Rifle Association began to campaign in a range of states for changes in
their constitution that would protect the right of individuals to keep and bear arms. Over the
following years these campaigns became more and more successful. The result was that by
2008 – when the Supreme Court had to rule on the meaning of the Second Amendment –
most states had already legislated in favour of protecting gun ownership. In these
circumstances it seemed reasonable to argue that the federal government should endorse
what was already happening in many states.

Then the NRA’s strategy also involved the setting up of generous research grants and prizes
available to scholars prepared to provide legal and academic arguments for the
reinterpretation of the Second Amendment as protecting the right of individual Americans
to keep and bear arms.
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Finally the US Congress, and the presidency, had to be persuaded to endorse the same
understanding. Just how successful this campaign was is indicated by the appointment of
John Ashcroft as the country’s attorney-general in 2001. Ashcroft was a member of the NRA,
and under him the Justice Department changed its position in favour of the association’s
interpretation of the Second Amendment. The verdict in the Heller v. the District of
Columbia case in 2008 thus was the result of a well-organised and well-funded campaign
supported both by enthusiastic gun owners and gun manufacturers. 

The question remains of how Judge Scalia was able to persuade another four Supreme Court
judges that his revolutionary interpretation of the Second Amendment was the correct one.
Appointed to the court in 1986, Scalia quickly emerged as a deeply conservative legal voice.
He consistently opposed all laws that made distinctions on the basis of race or gender or
sexual orientation. Above all he rejected with considerable animus what he saw as politically
liberal attempts to regard the American constitution as evolving alongside changes in society
at large.

Rejecting any form of 'updating the constitution’, Scalia adopted the view that the only valid
interpretations of the constitution should be based on the notions of 'originalism’ and
'textualism’. The only factors that mattered were the intentions of the original framers – and
if it was impossible to be certain what those intentions were, then the original public
meaning of the words used provided the only reliable source for interpreting the
constitution’s meaning. A 'nothing but the words on the page’ approach became the defining
characteristic of the legal philosophy of Scalia and all those who shared his views. 

Antonin Scalia no doubt was convinced that his new and revolutionary reading of the Second
Amendment – that it did after all guarantee the right of all individual Americans to keep and
bear arms – was wholly consistent with his commitment to originalism and textualism. In
fact his opinion is nothing of the kind. 'Faux originalism’ is how one senior judge described
it. On the central issue of the relationship between the original sentence’s two clauses – the
state’s security requiring a well regulated militia, and the right of the people to keep and bear
arms – he has almost nothing to say. And what he claims to be the original, hyper-literal
meanings of all the key words in the amendment are far from being self-evidently true.
Ultimately too there is an element of intellectual incoherence in his opinion.

Towards its end, Scalia seems to forget about originalism altogether and writes as follows:
'nothing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the
possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of
firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, or laws imposing
conditions and qualifications on the commercial sale of arms'. If the right of the individual
to keep and bear arms can be denied in all such cases, why is it unconstitutional for the
District of Columbia to deny Heller the right to keep an unlocked, loaded hand gun in his
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home? In fact the truly revolutionary impact of the Supreme Court’s 2008 verdict is still
emerging.

Despite Scalia’s qualification, the carrying of firearms in such sensitive places as schools and
university campuses and government buildings is becoming increasingly common in many
states. Guns are now allowed in psychiatric hospitals in Texas; in Florida hospitals have to
put up signs saying the carrying of guns is forbidden. Deadly mass shootings, whether in the
workplace, schools or colleges, cinemas, or anywhere else, seem to happen on so regular a
basis, that they no longer take us by surprise. Of course the Supreme Court decision in the
case of the District of Columbia v. Heller is not responsible for this situation. But the impact
of that ruling on gun controls in general is surely a significant factor.

Writing on the Second Amendment a few years ago I suggested that there was a neglected
'Scottish’ dimension to the 1792 debate. In his 2008 opinion Judge Scalia does make fleeting
reference to the English Bill of Rights of 1689 which said that 'the Subjects which are
Protestants may have Arms for their Defence suitable to their Conditions and allowed by
Law'. But inevitably he makes no reference to the in my view much more relevant historical
fact that in 1792 Scotland was still denied the right to raise a militia. In 1708 the post-Union
parliament passed a Scottish Militia Bill. But on the advice of her ministers, Queen Anne
vetoed the bill because of doubts over Scottish loyalty. Even more significantly, in 1757 the
British government’s Militia Bill did not apply to Scotland. Scottish intellectuals deeply
resented this decision: the Select Society in Edinburgh, to which nearly all the leading figures
in the Scottish Enlightenment belonged, was renamed the Poker Club in order to promote
the cause of a Scottish militia.

Key figures in the debate over the Second Amendment in America in 1792 would certainly
have been familiar with this history. James Madison, for example, a major architect in the
framing of the American constitution and deeply committed to the role the militia should
play, had been educated at the College of New Jersey in Princeton by its president John
Witherspoon, one of the two Scottish signers of the Declaration of Independence. Thomas
Jefferson, the original drafter of that declaration, had also been taught by a Scot. In his
autobiography he tells us that at the College of William and Mary, it was from William Small,
a graduate of Aberdeen University, he got his 'first views of the expansion of science, and of
the system of things in which we are placed’.

James Wilson, the other Scottish-born signer of the Declaration of Independence, taught law
at the College of Philadelphia and went on to become a member of the very first American
Supreme Court. Wilson too was an active participant in all the debates over the American
constitution. All of these men would have been familiar with the fact that Scotland had been
denied a militia. In passing the Second Amendment they were declaring their commitment
to America’s maintaining its militia. That was the only reason why the people’s right to bear
arms should not be infringed.
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So what can be done to restore some degree of sanity to the debate over gun controls in
America? As readers will know, the death of Judge Scalia means that the remaining eight
Supreme Court judges – assuming none of them have changed their minds – are split four
against four over the interpretation of the all-important Second Amendment. As the
constitution empowers him to do, President Obama has nominated District of Columbia
circuit judge Merrick Garland to fill the vacancy on the court. All observers agree that
Garland is very much a middle-of-the-road non-partisan nominee. In normal times his
nomination would win Senate approval almost without opposition. But of course these are
not normal times.

The current Republican-controlled Senate is choosing to renege on its constitutional duty to
debate and vote on the president’s nominee. Many of us will be hoping that this behaviour
will only help the election of another Democratic president in November. Should that be the
case, we can begin to hope that the 2008 ruling on the Second Amendment will in due course
be revised, and the long slow process of re-imposing sensible gun controls over American
society be set in motion. Would James Madison and the other 'originalists’ who passed the
Second Amendment approve? Of course they would.

13 April 2016
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World

The Somme

Bob Cant

I still rub my eyes in disbelief when I read the numbers of British casualties on 1 July 1916 –
the opening day of the long planned Battle of the Somme. 57,000.

This article attempts to give voice to some of those who were fighting in what proved to be
the largest battle in the first world war on the Western Front. It draws on a variety of sources
– letters, diaries, contemporary newspaper accounts, memoirs and taped interviews
recorded many years later for the Imperial War Museum.

The original aim of the allies had been to mount an offensive against the Germans on several
fronts but when the Germans attacked Verdun, the French concentrated much of their efforts
there. The British then focused on the River Somme, in north-east France, and were
supported by troops from all over the Empire, such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
South Africa, Newfoundland; the Indian Army sent cavalry but, as trench warfare developed,
they proved to be ineffective; soldiers from the British West Indian Regiment were not
allowed to take part on an equal footing with white soldiers and were limited to labouring
duties.

The military activity was organised on an industrial basis; or, more precisely, the way
industry had been permitted to develop a century previously before the intervention of
various Factory Acts. Soldiers were regarded less as human beings and more as expendable,
replaceable units. The kind of camaraderie which had marked the pals’ battalions in the
earlier part of the war was no longer valued.

Private Donald Cameron, 12th Battalion, York and Lancaster Regiment, gives us an account
of the day before the main offensive began:

On June 30th, the Corps Commander, General Hunter-Weston, made a speech saying we
were superior to the Germans in arms, artillery and everything else. He said that by the
time our artillery had finished bombarding their trench and we went over, we’d be more or
less on a picnic. The regimental band played, 'When You Come to the End of a Perfect Day'.

Cameron’s account of events in the first hour of the offensive on 1 July is of a different order
altogether from what they had been led to expect. The allied commanders detonated their
explosives 10 minutes before they launched their actual attack and this gave the Germans
time to ready their machine guns.
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The first wave went over at 7.20. The night before, they’d laid tapes, showing us the way to
the cuts in the German wire. But when we went over, these tapes were missing, so we
headed off in what we thought was the right direction. We’d been told that we had to walk
at arm’s length from each other, and that’s how we started. But not for long. When we saw
people dropping like ninepins on either side, we bent double, and in the end we started
crawling. After a while, four of us got down in a shell hole. It must have been about eight
o’clock. The firing went on, and we kept peeping up, looking over the top to check, and the
bloody Germans were sniping our wounded. They were even firing at the dead. They
couldn’t see us in our shell hole. I used to go to church when I was a lad, but I prayed more
in that shell hole than I prayed in church.

The scale of human destruction was beyond belief and some regiments lost the majority of
the troops that had taken part in the offensive that morning. Captain Montgomery of the 9th
Battalion, Royal Irish Rifles tells of the sense of devastation he and the survivors in his
regiment felt on their return from action.

Not a few of the men cried and I cried. A hell of a hysterical exhibition it was. It is a very
small company now. I took one hundred and fifteen other ranks and four officers (including
myself) into action. I am the only officer and only thirty four other ranks are with me now
out of the one hundred and fifteen.

The need for mass burials had not been foreseen. Lieutenant Norman Collins was made
responsible for this task with the 6th Battalion Seaforth Highlanders:

After the attack I was appointed burial officer and told just to get on with job of burying the
dead. I had a squad of men to help me, carrying the picks and shovels, and also stretchers.
Of course some of the men were picking up their brothers and cousins and they of course
were very upset, very very upset...In a Highland Regiment, there were many men from the
same family, village or town. I mean some of them were obviously crying...it was a horrible
thing to do, to have to bury your own cousin or brother.

After the failure of the first day, the troops fought from their trenches for the next four and
a half months. The impasse was extremely tense and conditions were frequently very muddy.

Sergeant Charles Quinnell, 9th Battalion, Royal Fusiliers explains some of the detail involved
in maintaining the trenches.

There was always some digging to be done. The sides of the trenches were always giving
way especially in wet weather, and you would find that perhaps during the night the side
of the trench had come in. Well, the trench had to be built up with sandbags filled with
earth. There was always something to do at night-time. There was the ration party, there
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was the water party, there was a wiring party, there were patrols.
The German troops were in no better situation. The name they gave to the Battle of the
Somme was the 'Bath of Blood’. Stephen K Westman, German Army Medical Corps,
describes the conditions in their trenches.

For seven days and nights we were under incessant bombardment. Day and night. The
shells, heavy and light ones, came upon us. Our dugouts crumbled. They fell upon us and
we had to dig ourselves and our comrades out. Sometimes we found them suffocated,
sometimes smashed to pulp. Soldiers in the bunkers became hysterical. They wanted us to
run out, and fights developed to keep them in the comparative safety of our deep bunkers.
Even the rats became hysterical.

Food of a substantial nature was a problem. Bully beef, which was very similar to corned
beef, was widely used. The fact that it was contained in tins made its distribution very
straightforward. It was less than popular with the troops and Lieutenant W S Dane of the 4th
Battalion Seaforth Highlanders wrote an ode to bully beef.

The hours I spend with thee, dear friend,
Are like a nightmare without end.
On you alone for life I must depend
My Bully Beef! My Bully Beef!
Each tin a meal, each tin a groan,
There’s gristle, fat and ground-up bone,
I finish up each tin and then – 
A biscuit comes alone.

Warfare generated all kinds of difficulties where decisions had to be made on the spur of the
moment and the results were not always favourable to anyone. Corporal Harry Fellows of the
12th Battalion, Northumberland Fusiliers describes one situation where he made what
proved to be a wrong choice.

One of the new lads went down the traverse, two shells fell on the trench and he was buried.
All we could see of him were his legs kicking. I got hold of one leg, my mate got hold of the
other, and we pulled as hard as we could but we couldn’t move him. We started scrabbling
away with our hands, but he’d stopped kicking. When eventually we got him out, he was
dead. The strap of his steel helmet was under his chin, when it should have been on the chin.
The helmet had trapped in the earth, and in pulling his legs, we’d pulled his neck out. The
lad who’d pulled the other leg said, 'My God, we’ve strangled him. We’ve murdered him'.
We never even knew that lad’s name.

By mid-November, after 140 days, allied troops had advanced six miles, at a cost of 415,000
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British casualties, 200,000 French and 600,000 Germans. The experience of the Somme,
however, did not dissuade the military leadership from further battles of attrition. The
following year, a similar battle took place at Passchendaele; it was renowned for being
muddy for the whole three months.

Even after the battle was over, soldiers felt a sense of responsibility to the families of their
dead comrades. Private William Hay of the 1/9th Battalion, The Royal Scots made a promise
to his closest friend in his dying moments.

My pal Alec went down to the HQ and one of these blasted heavy trench mortars dropped
where he was. He was very badly mutilated. When he was dying, he said to me, 'You will
tell my mother – won’t you?’ And I said. 'I will.' I was devastated. I had lost my pal.
Anyway, I went home on leave to see his mother. I told her about how Alec died, and she
said, 'You’re not telling me the truth!’ I told her he was shot through the heart, you see. I
couldn’t tell her he was... I said I was with him when he died. So she accepted that, and she
gave me a great big bag of cakes. She worked in a baker’s shop.

Violet Jacob, the Montrose poet, lost her son, her only child, on the Somme. Some years
later, she published a poem she had written about him; her tone is one of restrained dignity.
That was the approach that many people used to try to make sense of a war beyond sense
which they had survived; others, whom they had loved, had not.

To A H J

But miles on miles from Scottish soil
You sleep, past war and scaith,
Your country’s freedman, loosed from toil,
In honour and in faith.

29 June 2016
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Arts and Life

Frank Sinatra's cold

Alasdair McKillop

Gay Talese didn’t want to write about Frank Sinatra. When the idea was first put to him by
Esquire editor Harold Hayes, he demurred, reasoning there was little left to say about one of
most famous men in the world. Talese's logic was difficult to fault. By 1965, Sinatra had by
then settled into his reprise career and had released 'September of my Years' in the month of
the same name.

In November, the anthology 'A Man and His Music' was released and there were plans for
NBC to record an 18-song showcase of the same name. This was the prelude to Sinatra’s 50th
birthday in December and it was understandable that Talese was wary of his own work falling
victim to popular fatigue.

Despite these reservations, his room for manoeuvre was minimal. Talese had worked for the
New York Times since 1953 when he secured a copyboy position shortly after graduating
from the University of Alabama. By the 1960s he was seeking opportunities to emulate the
likes of A J Liebling and Joe Mitchell at the New Yorker. As he later recalled: 'On the front
page you’re stuck with the news. The news dominates you. I wanted to dominate the story'.
So it was in 1965 that he signed a six-article contract with Esquire. He had written
occasionally for the magazine, most notably producing a profile of the fragile heavyweight
boxer Floyd Patterson. The terms of the agreement stipulated that Esquire would match his
salary at the Times and, more importantly, that Talese and Hayes would each choose the
subject of three articles. For his first article, Talese opted to write a profile of Alden Whitman,
a pipe-smoking man whose diligence in preparing obituaries for the New York Times
sometimes left him confused about whether famous people were alive or dead.

Talese wanted to shape non-fiction writing to accommodate his literary tastes, to elevate it
so that it might stand alongside the work of the short story writers he so admired like Carson
McCullers, Irwin Shaw and John O’Hara. He wanted, as he would later put it, to create a
literature of reality using techniques such as scene-setting, dialogue, characterisation and
interior monologue. These techniques would later come to be identified with New
Journalism and Talese, a leading proponent, but it was a label, much like William
McIlvanney and tartan noir, that made him itch. He still maintains that what he was
attempting was nothing new: he just wanted to drag reporting into the ring with works of
fiction. And it was still a form of reporting he was engaged in. Despite the literary ambitions,
he never lost sight of the importance of the patient collection of accurate information.
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Talese flew to Los Angeles in early November 1965 and checked into the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel. Then 33-years-old, he left a wife and one-year-old daughter behind in New York but
arrived with a promise of an interview with Sinatra. When he phoned Sinatra’s press man,
Jim Mahoney, it transpired there was a problem: Frank Sinatra, a man of uncommon
qualities, had a cold. Talese was told this would make an interview difficult. While not
untrue, this was also being used as a convenient excuse. Sinatra and his entourage were in a
state of heightened sensitivity when it came to media relations. Walter Cronkite was then
finalising a documentary for CBS and rumours suggested the programme would explore
Sinatra’s alleged connections with organised crime. When it was broadcast on 16 November,
however, these rumours proved to be unfounded.

Faced with this uncooperative spirit, Talese telephoned Hayes to ask whether he should
abandon the assignment. In a gesture all but unthinkable today, Hayes encouraged him to
stay in Los Angeles and allowed him to draw on the resources of the magazine to wine and
dine in the hope of getting some useful scraps. Talese, when not getting side-tracked writing
about the Guatemalan maids who worked in his hotel, started to collect the materials for a
story that would provide a fresh take on his subject.

In hindsight, the refusal of an interview played to Talese’s sensibilities. He was naturally
drawn to the side-lines, to strange outsider figures who could be used to cast an unusual light
on events. He had developed this inclination while working in his parents' shop in Ocean City
and he was given an unexpected opportunity to indulge it. The Daisy Club would come to
play an important role in his fortunes. Located at 326 North Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills,
the Daisy was a private discotheque owned by Jack and Sally Hanson. The Hansons doubly
insured their position at the top end of cultural life in the city through ownership of the Jax
boutique, famous for producing a fashionable range of female trousers. Sinatra’s two
daughters, Nancy and Tina, worked there as salesgirls. Talese had first met the couple in
1962 while researching an article on Natalie Wood and he now sought access to their
extensive contact list.

Moving through the networks around Sinatra, Talese managed to talk to around 100 people.
By this means he was able to reassemble the man beneath the myth and populate his story
with individuals like Johnny Delgado, Sinatra’s body-double, and his valet George Jacobs.
There was also the grey-haired lady who was paid $400 a week to take care of the 60
hairpieces Sinatra owned. Talese got an interview after being told about her by a minor actor
who had worked with Sinatra. Talese also knew a reporter in Life’s Los Angeles bureau who
had gone to school with Sinatra’s daughter. She recounted for him the story of a party she
had attended at the home of Sinatra’s ex-wife where she accidentally smashed a favoured
alabaster bird – part of a pair. Sinatra flicked the other one off the table while 40 guests stood
in silence: 'That’s okay, kid', he told Hoag in an attempt to put her at ease.
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The Daisy was one of the first locations Sinatra was seen with his soon-to-be third wife Mia
Farrow. He was a regular visitor but he was not representative of the clientele, which was a
confluence of young Hollywood and the fashion world. Talese’s article opens at the Daisy
where Sinatra, flanked by two blond women and holding a glass of bourbon, is in a pensive
mood because of his cold. It was a minor ailment with disproportionate ramifications
according to Talese: 'A Sinatra with a cold can, in a small way, sends vibrations through the
entertainment industry and beyond as surely as a president of the United States, suddenly
sick, can shake the national economy'.

More representative of the Daisy’s clientele was Harlan Ellison and his friends whom Talese
described as a 'cool young group, very California cool and casual'. Perhaps the folk-rock
playing in the club that night worked to aggravate Sinatra’s already darkened outlook. He
confronted Ellison, demanding to know where his boots were from and criticising a film
based on one of Ellison’s screenplays that hadn’t even been made yet. Talese, by chance, was
in the Daisy that night having dinner with Sally Hanson. He was sitting about 40 feet from
the bar which was more brightly lit than the rest of the room and he was able to record the
encounter. Once it was over and Ellison and his group left, Sinatra commanded that no one
be allowed in without coats and ties. It wasn’t mentioned in the exchange, but Talese tells the
reader that Ellison’s game warden boots cost $60. He found that out because he got his
details and interviewed him afterwards.

The timing of the article, coincidental though it might have been, forms a significant part of
its appeal. Talese was sensitive to Sinatra’s position, remarking that he was one of the few
pre-war icons still standing tall as the pace of cultural change quickened around him. In a
small way, the confrontation with Ellison in the Daisy that night was a skirmish at the
borders of Sinatra’s cultural influence, with Ellison the unwitting proxy for John Lennon or
Mick Jagger. Talese explained a little later that Sinatra viewed his NBC special as an
opportunity 'to communicate his talent to some rock-and-rollers'.

On his return to New York, Talese met with Jilly Rizzo, the owner of Jilly’s Saloon on West
52nd Street whom Talese had written about for the Times. The lounge acted as Sinatra’s
court when he was in New York, with people queuing and jostling to be allowed to pay their
respects. Some were just satisfied with setting eyes on Sinatra. As Talese described it: 'They
were old actors, young actors, former prizefighters, tired trumpet players, politicians, a boy
with a cane. There was a fat lady who said she remembered Sinatra when he used to throw
the Jersey Observer onto her front porch in 1933.' Rizzo took Talese to meet Sinatra’s parents
in New Jersey and his mother told Talese that her son still wore the same brand of underwear
she bought him when he was young. Reflecting on this encounter in a later interview, Talese
said he believed Sinatra must have given his blessing or else the encounter would never have
taken place.
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It’s hard to get a sense of where exactly Sinatra was drawing the line. Mahoney stepped in to
cancel an interview Talese had arranged with Sinatra’s first wife but he was able to speak to
their daughter Nancy. Mahoney also permitted Talese to accompany him to the filming of
Sinatra’s NBC special. The article unfolds as a series of scenes, with Talese observing from a
distance, that further heightens its literary tone. In addition to Sinatra at the Daisy, NBC and
Jilly’s Saloon, there is also Sinatra hitting the town in Las Vegas and Sinatra filming a final
scene for 'Attack on a Queen' with Virna Lisi.

Talese’s triumph was to convey a sense of the vastness of the Sinatra enterprise and the
multitude of relationships upon which his position was maintained. He depicts its cultural
textures as being Italian, specifically Sicilian, with Sinatra occupying the position of Il
Padrone or uomini rispettati, a man of respect who is 'both majestic and humble'. Talese
recounts acts of gift-giving, both mundane and generous, that are magnified because they are
unexpected from a man of his status. The son of a tailor, Talese cultivated a reputation as a
fastidious dresser and he was alert to the emphasis Sinatra placed on dress code within a
larger code of honour. At one point Talese noted Sinatra had shoes that 'seemed to be shined
even on the bottom of the soles'.

Since its publication in April 1966, 'Frank Sinatra Has a Cold' has been described as one of
the most influential magazine pieces ever written. Some people might choose to contest this
on the grounds of subject matter alone, noting in support of their case that the likes of John
Hersey’s 'Hiroshima' and Hannah Arendt’s 'Eichmann in Jerusalem' first appeared in the
New Yorker. Regardless of the merits of such arguments, the editors of Esquire selected the
article as the best piece it had published in 70 years.

The article was beautifully and expensively repackaged by Taschen to mark the 100th
anniversary of Sinatra’s birth. The set includes reproductions of manuscript pages,
correspondence and the storyboards Talese used to structure his narrative. There are
accompanying photographs taken by Phil Stern, while the pages were letterpress printed in
Italy. The final product is presented in silk-screened hardcover with embossed paper case
and each of the 5,000 copies has been personally signed by Talese. All this is to say that the
article has now been elevated to the status of artefact, something to be presented and made
beautiful. Family members invited Talese to a number of anniversary events but no one is
sure if Sinatra ever read the famous profile.

The Taschen edition was launched at the 21 Club, a former speakeasy in New York. Talese’s
old friend Tom Wolfe played host for the evening to guests including Michael Bloomberg.
Towards the end of the night, Talese arranged a car for his wife Nan while he stayed behind
to talk to some journalists. Talese could have been forgiven for curtailing proceedings
because on that night he was the one with the cold.

11 May 2016
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Arts and Life

An ambiguous moral universe

Andrew Hook reviews 'The Blade Artist’ by Irvine Welsh

What would be an appropriate TW rating for this novel? In case you happen to be unfamiliar
with this particular abbreviation, let me explain it stands for 'Trigger Warning’. And what
does it mean? Here is a recent dictionary definition. The term is used 'to alert people when
an internet post, book, article, picture, video clip, or some other media could potentially
cause extremely negative reactions (such as post-traumatic flashbacks or self-harm) due to
its content'.

Surprisingly a body of opinion has arisen across university campuses in Britain and America
that contends that today’s students need to be protected from unexpected exposure to
attitudes, values, opinions, on social or political issues, that they do not share. Thus we now
are living in a world (despite or because it’s a world in which organisations such as ISIS or
Boko Haram see nothing wrong in making young children into killers or suicide bombers) in
which 'The Great Gatsby’ – would you believe – earns a TW for its depiction of 'suicide,
domestic abuse and graphic violence'. 

I think we can take it for granted that the author of 'Trainspotting’ (1993) and 'Filth’ (1998)
would be deeply offended if the TW rating for his books was anything other than totally off
any scale meant to assess their offensiveness. After all, that was what they were about. Here
is how Welsh puts it in one of his more successful rants in 'Trainspotting’: 'Choose us. [His
group of young doped-up characters.] Choose life. Choose mortgage payments; choose
washing machines; choose cars; choose sitting oan a couch watching mind-numbing and
spirit-crushing game shows, stuffing fuckin junk food intae yir mooth. Choose rotting away,
pishing and shiteing yersel in a home, a total fuckin embarrassment tae the selfish, fucked-
up brats ye’ve produced. Choose life'.

Some readers – and I’m one of them – may be inclined to feel that the 'selfish, fucked-up
brats’ mentioned here include the speaker and his pals, and that 'choosing life’ is not exactly
what they seem to be doing – but in this context that is not the relevant point.
Welsh’s early novels only work if they offer a convincing onslaught on conventional
orthodoxies of every kind – social, moral, political, religious. If they are not offending they
are not succeeding. 'Trainspotting’ does the job pretty well.

Here for example is Renton – the novel’s main narrative voice – on Anglo-Scottish politics:
'Ah don’t hate the English. They’re just wankers. We are colonised by wankers. We can’t even
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pick a decent, vibrant, healthy culture to be colonised by. No. We’re ruled by effete
arseholes… Ah don’t hate the English. They just get oan wi the shite thuv goat. Ah hate the
Scots'.

There’s no denying that 'Trainspotting’s’ diatribe against the status quo is delivered with a
kind of frantic verbal energy that is often successfully offensive. Whether the novel really
merited the critical enthusiasm with which it was received in the 1990s is another matter. Its
explosiveness seems now to have succeeded in disguising its flaws. It’s much too long and
boringly repetitive. One vividly disturbing and brutally detailed account of a beating-up
turns out to be all too similar to the next one. Welsh obviously enjoys writing such scenes,
but readers tire of reading them.

Then there is something seriously flawed about the demotic language which on the face of it
is the book’s major success. Renton turns out to have been a history student at Aberdeen
University for two years before dropping out. Hence his use of the demotic is a choice, a ploy;
he can revert to orthodox English on demand. The point is underlined if 'Trainspotting’ is set
against James Kelman’s prize-winning 'How Late It Was, How Late’ published just a year
later in 1994. The dense Scottish vernacular language of Kelman’s protagonist Sammy –
initially just as deeply offensive to some readers as Welsh’s expletive-laden prose – is in the
end not only authentically vivid but humanly true to the world in which he lives. Kelman’s
novel explores and illuminates the human condition and its moral universe in a manner that
is well beyond Welsh’s reach. 

To be fair, the Welsh of 'Filth’ would no doubt retort that even the idea of the human
condition – not to mention a moral universe – is just another sentimental delusion. This is a
work of such negativity and cynicism that it makes 'Trainspotting’ seem like light
entertainment. All the first novel’s sexism, misogyny, racism, homophobia – and of course
extreme violence and cruelty – are here in spades. And this time there is no relief. Renton,
Begbie and the rest in 'Trainspotting’ seem to celebrate the lifestyle they have chosen – and
occasionally at least they reveal a flicker or two of normal human feelings. The corrupt
policeman who is the protagonist of 'Filth’ is utterly alien – beyond redemption. 'Filth’ is an
entirely appropriate title. D H Lawrence would have described this book as doing dirt on life.
With his latest novel, however, Welsh has made the interesting decision to move back to the
world of 'Trainspotting’. The central character in 'The Blade Artist’ is an older, as it were,
'grown-up’ version of 'Trainspotting’s’ Francis Begbie. Remember him? The most
unreconstructed, threatening, dangerously violent of all of Welsh’s characters. 'That Begbie,
man, it’s likesay…that’s a fuckin jungle cat. We’re just ordinary funky feline types. Domestic
cats, likesay…. Keep these claws in catboy. Show the world some soft pads. This is a bad cat,
a big, bad panther.' But keeping his claws in, in 1993, is exactly what Begbie – an expert at
kicking faces in or going crazy 'wi the bladework’ – chooses not to do.
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All has changed in 2016. Francis Begbie is now Jim Francis. Married to Melanie – young,
good-looking, intelligent, from a wealthy family – a former art therapist in his jail, he now
lives in California with his wife and two young daughters. More than that, he has turned his
life around, becoming a successful sculptor, planning his next exhibition which he hopes Rod
Stewart will attend. His violent past? Well, as he tells his wife, he used to be 'addicted to
violence’. 'But I’ve got that nonsense under control now, cause it doesn’t take me anywhere
interesting. Just jail. Done too much of that.'

But this is an Irvine Welsh novel, not an essay on how art can therapeutically transform the
life of violent prisoners. The death of a son he hardly knew in Edinburgh brings the
apparently reformed Jim back to Scotland on a trip to find out what had really happened. Of
course what he has returned to is his old Begbie life. Sunny California is replaced by a dank
and dismal Edinburgh. And soon he is encountering all his old friends and – more ominously
– old enemies. With all of them he maintains that he has changed utterly. The bad cat has
apparently been declawed.

As long as the reader even half-believes this, the novel remains reasonably interesting. And
Welsh encourages us to take Begbie’s transformation seriously. 'Increasingly’, the character
tells us, 'his life seems fractured, as if his past had been lived by somebody else. It isn’t just
that the place he now resides in [California] and the people around him [in Edinburgh] are
poles apart, it’s like he himself is an entirely different person. The overriding obsessions and
foibles of the man he’d once been now feel utterly ludicrous to the current resident of his
mind and body. The only bridge is rage; when angered he can taste his old self. But in
California, the way he is currently living his life, few things can vex him to that extent. But
that’s over there'.

It’s all a lie. Jim may talk Californian but Begbie acts Edinburghian. And despite what Welsh
extraordinarily tells us in this passage, it is even a lie in California. Only days before
returning to Edinburgh, 'Jim’ – or rather Begbie – has secretly battered to death two ne’er-
do-wells who had made the mistake of threatening his wife and daughters on their
Californian beach. It emerges that he believes in vengeance as he has always done. So the rest
of the novel follows an all too predictable pattern. Back in Scotland, Begbie returns to his
violent roots and eventually sees off his range of enemies in what readers should be warned
is horrifyingly graphic Irvine Welsh style. 

It was in 1991, a couple of years before the publication of 'Trainspotting’, that the so-called
Young British Artists made their initial mark on the cultural scene with such deliberately
controversial works as Damien Hirst’s formaldehyde shark, Marc Quinn’s head made from
frozen pints of his own blood, and Tracey Emin’s disorderly bed. But 25 years on, the artistic
rebels of the 1990s have become something very different – not just members of the cultural
establishment but vastly rich cultural celebrities. Has not something similar happened to the
rebellious rejectionist Irvine Welsh?
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Today we are expected to listen respectfully while in interviews and articles he gives us his
views on literature and society like any other establishment figure. This is why it is worth
asking whether there is a bizarre link between Begbie the creative artist living in California
and Welsh the controversial Scottish writer now living in Chicago. Near the end of 'The Blade
Artist’, Melanie suggests that her husband lives 'in a parallel moral universe to the rest of us'.
Begbie agrees, but says he wants to get out of it. Does Irvine Welsh? Given the disturbing
ambiguity that readers will discover in the title of his latest novel, the answer in the end is
no.

4 May 2016
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Arts and Life

Threatened voices

Morrell Smith reviews 'Summer Before the Dark' by Volker Weidermann

In 1936 a group of émigré writers from Germany and Austria came together in Ostend,
Belgium, to spend the summer there. It wasn't all arranged beforehand like a decision to have
a pleasant vacation by the sea. For some, like Joseph Roth, getting there at all meant
overcoming a series of hazards, both bureaucratic and financial. For others, like Irmgard
Keun, it was not so much a rendezvous with others, but a venture into the unknown.

She only has one contact, the address of Egon Erwin Kisch, a well-known émigré journalist.
But he and his wife are very welcoming and it is through his introduction that she meets the
famous writers of the time, Stephan Zweig and Joseph Roth. There are other writers there
too, such as Ernst Toller and Hermann Kesten, and Arthur Koestler, who will shortly leave
to write about the war that has just broken out in Spain, puts in a brief appearance.

For all of them and especially for Zweig and Roth, this summer is a crucial crossroads in their
lives. The situation in Germany with the rise of the Nazi party is becoming increasingly
dangerous and frightening especially if you are Jewish. It has become harder and harder for
Zweig to have his books sold in Germany and by 1936 it was impossible, as they joined the
list of books by banned authors. Roth wrote to him: 'I congratulate you on being banned in
Germany'. (Roth was one of the first authors to have his books banned, as soon as the Nazis
came to power.)

Like many other exiles, Roth was itinerant, moving around France, Holland, and now, after
great difficulty in procuring a visa for Belgium, in Ostend. After this summer he would return
to Paris and spend the last few years of his life there. But Zweig was still able to help him
financially which Roth was grateful for, though he probably knew that Zweig could not do
this indefinitely. For Zweig, who was now based in London, had his own financial concerns.
He had sold off his assets, including a collection of writers' manuscripts. True, he owned a
house in Salzburg but his wife was still living there, and did not want to leave. And he too had
to address the problem of how to get his books published.

Their world is collapsing around them. Everything that gives people stability in life,
homeland, language, family, income, all are being eroded, or have already been destroyed.
Austria is threatened by Hitler's belligerent fascism, and would soon be swallowed up by it,
their books are banned, so they have lost the main outlet for their work, with little hope of
income from it, and their relationships have foundered. Zweig has formed a new relationship
with his secretary, Lotte, and Roth would become involved with Irmgard Keun, but for Roth
and Keun, though this provided excitement and encouragement in their writing, it also led
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down the destructive path of heavy drinking, an addiction Roth was already mired in.

What is astonishing is that, despite these catastrophic events and the immense pressures and
hurdles they were faced with, they did not stop writing. Despite their – it would seem in
retrospect almost inevitable – shortened lives, they went on writing, in their apartments or
hotel rooms, or in cafés. To produce great novels and stories, insightful articles detailing
exactly what was going on, in the midst of circumstances that seemed intent on crushing
them, has to be a triumph of the human spirit.

Weidermann's spotlight, trained on Ostend in the summer of 1936, is particularly effective
as it shows several émigré writers brought together in a specific time and place. In this way
he can explore not just their individual lives and stories but also the interweaving
relationships with each other. Roth and Zweig, he says, 'have been bound for years by a
remarkable love'. And when Roth finally, after his 'despair, alone in Amsterdam, begging for
a visa to get to Belgium' arrives at Ostend train station he is met by Zweig 'a friend who
organises things for him, his connection to the sun, to common sense, to the guarantee of a
safe existence'. Roth feels intense relief and a surge of renewed confidence. While for Zweig,
there is pleasure that 'he can be the means of good fortune for his friend...He feels for a
moment once again that he's equal to life'. 'It's as if they're made for each other',
Weidermann writes. 'Two men, both falling, but holding each other up for a time.'

The community of friends is indeed only 'for a time', because of the fearsome circumstances
of their exile and their threatened lives. Their friendships and loves were conducted in a
milieu of constant communication: when they were not writing they were talking and
drinking, (and for some, writing and drinking). The atmosphere was feverish, the time
together, they knew, was short, and the times, the history they were living, was deeply
menacing. But this fragile time together was valuable to all of them for the companionship
and encouragement, and for the work they produced while they were there.

These writers were among the greatest German language novelists of their time (as well as
writing journalism and non-fiction). But their own lives were the stuff of fiction.
Weidermann brings us their stories, written in a highly engaging and clear style, with great
insight and compassion, increased by his use of the present tense. It is beautifully translated
by the award-winning Carol Brown Janeway.

And if you are as fascinated as I am by this time in European history, the inter-war years, and
by the lives of writers living then, I'd also like to recommend Evelyn Juers 'House of Exile',
first published in the UK in 2011. This book covers a longer period and focuses particularly
on Heinrich Mann and his wife Nellie but it includes stories of many writers, including Roth,
Zweig, and Virginia Woolf. And like Weidermann's it engages you with its knowledge of its
characters, its profound sympathy for them, and it too is written with all the skill and style
of a good novelist.

27 April 2016
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Arts and Life

Alone and happy

Sue Reid Sexton

On the morning of my 24th birthday I woke in the loft of a hay barn feeling lucky to be alive.
I was on the 60-acre farm of a friend of a friend. The sole occupants of the entire farm were
a small herd of special breed cows, my boyfriend and myself. Our bed of straw was itchy but
also forgiving and warm, and through a gap in the rafters I saw the sun break over an expanse
of green fields that swept down to the sea. 

Back then, I didn’t know Selima Hill’s fantastic poem 'Cow' which so perfectly captures my
lifelong need to wander mindless and unfettered in open spaces: 'I want to be a cow and not
my mother’s daughter. I want to be a cow and not in love with you’. Until that loft, I was
almost living that dream. Travelling untrammelled through the world, I half forgot my own
birthday because counting years had no meaning. I experienced time in the same way I
enjoyed space, as something limitless and without significant measure. 

Neither the boyfriend nor the cows knew it was my birthday, and I realised with a start that
I hadn’t expected to turn 24. Don’t get me wrong, I didn’t do drugs or extreme sports and
definitely had no death-wish. Life beyond 23 simply wasn’t within the sphere of my
imagination. 

I can’t remember why we were in the hayloft, only that we were wandering the countryside
in search of work. We turned our hands to anything: painting and decorating, making and
selling Christmas decorations, café-work, market gardening, boat-building (yes, I can caulk)
and once I donned a Mickey Mouse costume to lead a marketing parade through a small town
on a stiflingly hot day. 

We had a rucksack each and various friends we stayed with. He had a house he’d built on the
side of a mountain, far from the work market. I didn’t. We spent a lot of time outdoors, often
sleeping in a tent when the day ended and on one occasion woke up under a pile of snow. To
reinvent an old term, we were journeymen. We journeyed around the countryside selling our
rather limited skills at a daily rate, or taux journalier, as they say in France.

Three decades have passed since then during which I have remained very much alive, so
much so that I have two adult daughters and several careers to my name. I continue
wandering from job to job but call it freelancing these days. I’m still amazed I’m here to tell
the tale and delighted with the way life just carries on while I’m busy taking notes. 
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This way of life strikes me as ancient, natural and real. It’s also a fragile way to get your daily
bread. But being a freelance writer has its advantages. One of the best is that I can still move
about and work wherever I like, allowing myself whatever backdrop to my travails takes my
fancy. That’s how I see it anyway. 

To that end, and because I’m a little older than when I regularly slept in fields, I have a tiny
campervan. Carrying a constant supply of tea, oatcakes, packet couscous and Cointreau, this
is my workshop of choice. Despite a load volume of under three cubic meters, my little
Romahome boasts (as they say in the property business) sink, cooker, fridge, toilet, two beds
that make up one king-size, and loads of storage space. Most importantly there is a table on
which to set my laptop and a giant battery beneath the bench to charge it back to life when
it’s all used up. And while I’m considering my next plot point, I can rest my eyes on whatever
view I’ve chosen through the giant windows which adorn both sides. 

For day retreats, I favour a variety of laybys a short drive from my home. The best locations
have no phone signal or internet connection and therefore no temptation to make important
phone calls or get lost in the virtual surf. I know with absolute certainty that I will always be
able to write as long as I have a campervan to run away in. The best thing is getting to hide
out in the wilds of the west and north of this beautiful country called Scotland. I can happily
be away with the birds for days on end, or even weeks. 

Being 'away with the birds’, either metaphorically or actually, is a prerequisite for expansive,
creative or unusual thought and therefore of any creative endeavour. It does make you a bit
mad, but that doesn’t really matter when you’re in a tiny campervan and there’s no-one else
to bother. The trick is to stay safe and happy, and also to feel safe and happy, otherwise no
sensible (or daft) inner muse is ever going to come out to play.

There is, of course, some public opinion which opposes hanging about in laybys. There’s
often fear around when anyone is doing things differently. But all over the world people sit
down and eat by the side of the road when they’re hungry. They sleep in all sorts of shelters,
make-shift or otherwise, when it’s time to sleep. It is natural to travel in search of work or to
be with friends and family, and on a straw poll I have always found most people harbour a
desire to escape from their daily lives on a regular basis. 

What I’d like to suggest is that other people might find a small campervan useful, or
pleasurable or productive, whatever their line of work or leisure. A larger one could hold a
filing or drinks cabinet. Newer vans, even small ones, usually have TVs, sometimes more
than one, and bigger tables. They have the capacity to hold small meetings and deliver
powerpoint presentations. I was once served a delicious three-course meal in a friend’s van
with no hassle or fuss. 
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One of the downsides to even fairly big vans is you can hear what’s happening in the toilet.
In my current van, the toilet is under the bench, so I’d have to chuck my guests out in the rain
too. 

This camper is a little tatty, I’ll admit that. My overriding van philosophy is 'make do and
mend’, mainly because my first van (this is the fourth) felt like a treasured extra to my life.
Now, I enjoy the simplicity of lifestyle my tiny camper affords and the odd collection of mis-
matching items that have accrued inside its plastic walls. I like eating simple food prepared
quickly to save on gas and washing up. Having a limited choice in the wardrobe department,
aka the canvas box on the shelf, means fewer decisions in the morning. The limited heating
makes it easier to wash and dress quickly too, and of course there’s no commute. Writing can
start five minutes into my day.

Because my van is so small, attendees at my work meeting would have to stagger their knees
under the table. To give you a sense of scale, the 11 children at Applecross Primary School
once fitted very comfortably inside. Children always love this van. I’ve had 11 adults in there
too including three standing in the kitchen area which is probably 45cm square. Fortunately
my guests all knew each other well. It was fun but they were a lot less comfortable than the
kids, and there was no room to lift their drinks. Big children also love the van.

Since the publication of 'Writing on the Road: Campervan Love and the Joy of Solitude'
people have been asking what I’m going to write next. I have several projects at planning
stage, fiction and non-fiction, but the pressures of earning a living (which do usually force me
to stay close to home) and recently moving house have meant there’s been no time or head-
space to explore each idea to its natural conclusion and thereby ascertain whether these ideas
are stupid or viable enough to spend a year of my life working them through. 

Enter Vanessa Hotplate, my current campervan which is named for its cooker, and in whose
meagre comforts I can dig and delve in my imagination, or just veg out in the back and stare
at the view. I could steal odd days here and there to look at these projects but what works
best with big decisions of this type is boundless space and an indefinite end to my time in it.
I may only need the first half-day to make my decision, but I need the others that come after
it for the first day to work. Endless time brings the present moment to life. 

It’s natural to wander the world, and I still want to be Selima Hill’s cow. In her great poem,
she does mention 'suspicious looking trailers park on verges’ as something she wants to be
'undisturbed by’. I’m not suspicious. I’m just lost in thought.

11 May 2016
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Arts and Life

The troubles of staying put

Alice Florence Orr

There is a certain way that sunlight glints off the grass of the Meadows – an unavoidable
green space that anchors Edinburgh University students to a particular, universal meeting
spot. It draws out the runners and cyclists, the drinkers and activists, the musicians, and the
Mormons. If you go there on a day like today, dressed appropriately for the gentle warmth,
you’ll observe the grass turn emerald and blur the horizon, and you’ll wonder for a moment
if the expanse has become a little bigger since yesterday. At times like these you’ll remember
that the sun is in fact a burning star, and has been all along.

The illumination of the Meadows is a phenomenon that happens every year; an annual
rebirth that serves only to frustrate those revising in the library. At least, that’s the general
feeling of those currently indoors. Yet the sun will flood the park in the same way next year,
and the year after that. I know this because I have been here, in Edinburgh, every summer
for over a decade. This is my hometown. It is also where I chose to go to university.

Making that decision came with an obvious set of problems: should I move out? (yes); how
often should I visit my parents? (as often as they can bear); how do I make friends? (sick
moves and self-deprecation). These issues were inconsequential compared to the real
troubles with staying put, as I grow from an unstable and headstrong 18-year-old into a
generally less-irritating young woman. Yet it is difficult to detach myself from my
unattractive qualities when they’re to be found in everything around me. For someone who
craved a new start, there are certain places in this city – a particular bench, café, park,
cinema – that hold parts of me I don’t want to revisit.

vvv

It was the sort of comment that simply slips out. The kind that sounded wistful in my head.
We were sipping over-priced smoothies on the Grassmarket. At the festival last year, I had
said, I sat in this exact spot, exactly the same one, with Harry. His lips had tightened. I
couldn’t help but let comparisons creep in. It was colder this time, but at least I hadn’t
accidently ordered a drink containing milk. He’d paid. Last time I did. What happened
between you and him?, he replied. 

It wasn’t a sudden realisation, like finding out the difference between definitions of jealously
and envy. It was the slow acceptance of a fact, something I’d always known but left
unacknowledged, akin to recognising that 'Ultraviolence' is actually Lana Del Rey’s best
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album. Heavily, it hit me. Not as a strike across the cheek would suddenly burn, the stinging
quickly passing. This was like dressing in sodden clothes. Living with an extra weight,
making me perpetually hesitate. 

He left too, was my reply.

I suppose I might blame myself for taking two boys to the same juice bar. In truth, there
aren’t many places I don’t already have roots. This city holds all of my firsts and all of my
won’t lasts. And it certainly needs more smoothie vendors.

vvv

Getting to know someone often feels like chopping onions. Just as I discover their favourite
music genre, they travel to Australia. Finding out their dog’s name is a cue for them to move
back in with their parents. Everyone is older. They fit their skin and transcend the space
between visitor and native. The hellos and goodbyes all sound the same, I’m sorry to say.
What happens in the middle, the moments that seep into the benches, cafés, parks and
cinemas, are the parts I treasure. Memories corrupt the neutrality of inanimate objects. Even
cereal. Even god-damn cereal.

My friend’s grandfather recently died. We agreed that, although deeply grieving, he would be
okay. His grandfather wanted to stay. It hurts more when people leave out of choice. 

Sometimes I look up from my books and revision notes, thinking about the thousands of
students who have studied here before me. Were they as baffled by feminist interpretations
of Medieval literature as I am? I guess everyone doubts themselves. And surely I’m not the
first person to go to Hive in a jumper dress. I wonder if they ever closed their eyes and wished
they were somewhere else. I did, for a moment, but then I opened them and the sun-soaked
Eden reminded me why I chose well.

The ever-changing student entity is what breathes life into the old buildings of the city. Like
the constant roadworks around campus, we appear for years, make a barely detectable
impact, then leave. What we change is each other, even without realising. I know that if this
city – with its grimy elegance, vibrant and imperfect – can’t hold someone here, then I don’t
stand a chance. There’s something about distance that helps you figure out who’s worth
fighting to keep near, and who you should let go. 

Grown-ups leave. That’s okay. With every departing friend it gets slightly easier. This is my
home – for four more years at least. Everyone else is just passing through. What will make
me truly sad is when I inevitably leave too.

27 April 2016
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